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ABSTRACT

classrooms. Research into varieties of device set-ups and
ecologies has boomed.

Synchronous use of many devices multiplies the number of possible
interactions between digital objects and people. Although ideating
and understanding these new experiences is a continued focus for
the HCI community, little has been done to define and catalogue a
visual vocabulary and grammar for the wireframing of cross-device
experiences. Nonetheless, there has been significant success in
communicating isolated aspects of cross-device interactions. We
synthesise foundational strategies into a unified sketching notation
and introduce techniques for the expression of time, spatial
relationships, linkage, roles, and gestures. A new three-track layout
was tested in individual interviews with novice and expert designers,
each noting significant benefits of the layout for catalysing and
compartmentalising thought processes. Its flexibility and potential for
storytelling, brainstorming and communication were also evidenced.
More usable formats for the toolkit are discussed to contribute to
designers’ ideation practice. This study has implications for future
work in ideating and communicating cross-device experiences.

To develop effective interactions, designers must
communicate their ideas to others in cross-functional teams:
in academia with other researchers to explore different ideas,
in business settings to ensure usability tests are designed to
elicit useful feedback, and with developers to determine
technical feasibility. Damage caused by the interpretative
gap between storyboarding and prototyping has been
examined by Dow et al [18], who describe the resulting ‘rift
between designers and engineers.’ In the early stages, this is
achieved with rapid sketched wireframes, depicting how the
designer envisages interactions with the interface to work for
users. They may specify any combination of devices, user
interface objects, gestures, and outcomes, while showing the
progression between different device states. These
illustrations are conversation starting points and a shared
place to communicate and develop ideas to reach consensus.
They are used to ideate, and record ideas for later, whether
as a personal memory tool or a visual prompt for someone
else.
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To maintain logical consistency over time and between
people, a language must develop. Consistent and adaptable
languages for cross-device interactions have been codified
verbally [10] and visually for single devices [23, 30, 40]. A
visual vocabulary has branched across various disciplines as
researchers and designers communicate the nature of more
complex interactions. This complexity lies in the difficulties
of communicating in concert the abstract concepts of time,
location, and movement. Various highly effective techniques
have been developed, such as user or customer journeys [17,
33, 44, 60] birds-eye view diagrams [31, 36, 43] and user
‘shadows’ [6, 55]. However, the power of each individual
method is limited when communicating the human and
computer activity and information transfer involved in crossdevice experiences. As with the vast, varied vocabulary
taxonomized by Brudy et al [10], different visual
components are used to communicate the same concept, or
the same components used for different concepts.
Researchers from different (even the same) fields can
struggle to parse the meaning of others’ work, which requires
extra learning or explanation, and more time spent on
interpretation. This arguably both undoes and necessitates
faster sketching of wireframes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Proliferation of devices in recent years has led designers in
exciting directions to define new cross-device experiences.
With the widespread use of smartphones, smart watches,
laptops, tabletop and wall-mounted touchscreens, and ease
of data transmission through wireless technologies such as
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, and protocols like NFC, interaction
paradigms have drastically shifted in homes, offices, and
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Problems with complex visual communication, such as in
cross-device wireframes, arise in areas of definition and
specificity, such as maintaining identity of devices and UI
objects over time, while also communicating the ownership,
conceptual importance, connection and roles of those
objects. On the other hand, developing a restrictive rulebook
will arguably stifle ideation, limiting designers’ ability to
imagine novel interactions. Limited work has been done to
build the foundation for cross-device design work to ensure
smooth, shareable, accessible, reusable wireframes. This
study aims to build on previous work in related areas to
create such a language in a way that is familiar and intuitive.

From this synthesis, we designed a hybrid
storyboard/wireframe format to provide the foundation for
cross-device experience sketches. We also found consistent
adherence to five definitive principles for cross-device
experience communication: Time, Space, Linkage, Roles
and Gestures. We developed a toolkit and divided visual
communication strategies into two main categories. The first
is a three-track layout that lays the foundation for crossdevice thought processes and representations. The second is
a booklet of expressive techniques to prompt designers in
communicating various facets of cross-device experiences.
To evaluate the toolkit, the researcher introduced it to a group
of cross-device experts and design professionals, who were
asked to familiarize themselves with the format. In one-toone sessions, participants were asked to design wireframes
according to a scenario while thinking aloud. They were then
interviewed about their experience. Participants of the study
used the toolkit to inspire thought about interactions as well
as visual communication techniques. The three-track layout
catalysed efficient, methodical thought about the scenario.
Participants referred to the toolkit to represent complex
interactions and novice users’ self-reported and observed
speed with the three-track layout increased over the duration
of their session. However, participants felt that their visual
communication would not be understood by others. This is a
critical component of wireframing that should be addressed.
Potential solutions are offered to improve the three-track
layout and the toolkit overall. Further investigation is
required to understand the impact of splitting design
scenarios across multiple perspectives.

Many studies have been conducted to understand the
effectiveness of specific design ideas that enable crossdevice interaction. Through these studies, many techniques
are used and refined, but without a consistent visual
language. The context of a story is provided by storyboards
and spatial maps. The detail of the story is provided by user
interface wireframes and Unified Modeling Language
(UML) diagrams. The problem with cross-device experience
wireframing is that it must meet the ‘pronounced need for
contextual storytelling’ while translating those stories ‘into
technical specifications’ [18]. It must answer three questions
at very different levels:
1. What is the context of the interaction?
2. What is the detail of the interaction?
3. What is the relationship between context and detail?
There is no consistent wireframing technique that has been
used to answer these at once. Designers must either prioritize
only part of the interaction or explain at length to supplement
a visualization.

2. RELATED WORK
Cross-device wireframe notation has a rich background that
spans multiple disciplines. Techniques have been used to
communicate complex interactions involving projection [4,
8], ‘shadows’ or ‘ghosts’ [6, 55], and interactions over a
distance [8, 40, 41]. Kim et al [36] responding to the need for
more accessible and iterative design and communication
developed and tested SketchStudio, a tool requiring minimal
preparation or hardware.

The problematic kernel lies in the inflexibility of current
sketch notations for cross-device interactions for
communication. One designer may devise a private notation
that they understand and use for drafting, but this will not
stand on its own when others need to be involved. The power
to encourage empathy lies in the exclusive realm of more
immersive techniques, such as 2.5D experience mapping
[36]. Design is an inherently social activity, in that concepts
must be communicated with a team, especially when those
designs are novel and unfamiliar. A shared understanding
must be built and iterated over time. Without a consistent
language, one team may begin to develop this shared
understanding, but it cannot be replicated, either for the
product if it is passed onto another team, or by the individuals
as they join other teams with new colleagues.

In research and design for cross-device experiences,
practitioners have effectively communicated for their
individual purposes. Passage of time is demonstrated with
user journeys [17, 33, 44, 59, 60], or through types of arrows
[40, 23] or an annotated number of seconds [31]. A vast
library of concepts has been defined [10], with gestures also
designed and systematically recorded [23, 30, 40]. Assigning
a controller, coupling devices together and defining the
nature of this connection can be highly complex, but this has
also been successfully communicated using many techniques
[3, 8, 9, 11, 14, 26, 27].

To facilitate the ideation and prototyping process of crossdevice interactions, we contribute a novel wireframing
sketching notation. In particular, we examined techniques
from the literature and instruction manuals to understand
how aspects of cross-device interactions are currently
communicated. These techniques were analysed for themes,
reduced to their consituent parts, categorized and defined.

Cross-device configurations can be extremely diverse, often
involving multiple users at once. Answers to this problem
have been provided through use of 2.5D and rendered images
2

Figure 1. A 2x2 matrix of visual representations of wireframe concepts [in number order: 36, 4, 55, 6, 41, 40, 30, 23, 26, 8, 11, 3, 42, 18, 29, 31]

[36, 42], storyboards [18, 37], and birds-eye view [29, 32]
notations. Each of the techniques used communicates well
what is intended.

state of HCI literature. There is significant acknowledgement
here and in Dow et al [18] that contexts are instrumental
when understanding complex set-ups, but studies rarely
approach them holistically. The present work therefore aims
to address multiple cross-device design space dimensions
listed in Brudy et al [Figure 2].

However, as shown in Figure 1, they are specialised and none
answers the three questions for cross-device design. None
combines environment and user interface detail while
showing static views and progression. It has been shown that
these are valuable when combined, but it is uncertain how
the separation of these aspects adversely affects
comprehension, critical thought, and imagination about a
complex experience. Furthermore, some of these visual
techniques take considerable effort to develop. A challenge
lies in maintaining the fundamental thread of communication
while stripping back time-consuming additions.

Temporal: mirrored and distributed UI
Relationship: single and multiple users and multiple devices
(1…m and n…m)
Scale: near, personal, social and public
Dynamics: ad-hoc, mobile, semi-fixed and fixed
Space: co-located and remote

The gap that remains requires the combination of techniques
in a simple, consistent format that enables the rapid
communication of multiple ideas at once. Furthermore, in a
cross-device wireframe sketch, these ideas all add up to one
complex story and so must maintain consistency. This work
builds on research into taxonomies, established visual
communication methods, design patterns and toolkits.
2.1 Taxonomies
Comprehensive work has been conducted to gather, define
and situate the terms used for cross-device interactions
between various computing fields. Brudy et al [10] provide
a rich, single source of terminology that will be adhered to
throughout this study. Of note is the separate attention given
to dimensions of cross-device ecologies, based on the current

Figure 2: Taxonomy in Brudy et al with areas out of scope faded out.
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As a meta-analytic, descriptive piece of research, this
taxonomy will underpin much of the context for upcoming
work into cross-device interaction.

they swipe the article onto an interactive board. Another user
sees the article appear on the shared interface and, using two
pinched fingers, zooms in using their tablet.’ Using current
frameworks, this scenario would involve a personalized
combination of techniques that do not follow a consistent
visual grammar. Visual representation techniques are
polarized in the literature, but at the core of these techniques
has been thorough consideration, experience and a vital
method of communication that must be distilled and
replicated in this work. The following section reviews these
techniques and specifies the relevant aspects that will be
examined in the Design section.

Visual language taxonomies have also been developed by
Ganhör and Spreicer [23] (Figure 3a), Hesenius and Gruhn
[30] (Figure 3b) and single-device wireframing toolkits by
Marquardt [40].
These techniques are based on widely recognized norms and
will form a portion of the framework. The familiarity of these
techniques to designers will ensure the framework can be
picked up and used quickly. However, freedom to
communicate without strict constraints is expected to allow
a good balance between speed of communication and speed
of comprehension. Therefore, rather than stipulating rules,
the toolkit should compile and suggest a variety of
techniques for use by designers within constructive bounds.
This assumption will be tested with the target group.

2.2.1. Foundations: What is the context?
User journeys and storyboards have been used in design
teams to communicate and build a shared understanding of
customers’ experiences. Storyboards in ubiquitous
computing have been found to be instrumental in
communicating contexts of interaction [18]. They have been
developed to build a user-centred understanding of market
research [Figure 4].

2.2 Representation techniques
There are already various techniques for visually
communicating experiences with digital and software
products. Placed on a 2x2 matrix [Figure 1], we see that little
attempt has been made to communicate multiple vital aspects

Figure 4. A customer journey utilising swimlanes in Haugstveit et al
[17].

As a linear flow showing change over time, this format will
be useful in a new wireframing language, as it is vital to show
how an experience is changed by various inputs. Basic
wireframes already use arrows [23, 39] and spot-thedifference techniques [4] to show change over time.
Figure 3a: Gesture notation as defined by Ganhör and Spreicer
[23].

Figure 5. Spot-the-difference visualisation in Boring et al [4].

Labels are also used to specify action speed, transition
latency or effects [30, 40]. These methods are very useful in
single device wireframing and with asynchronous
interactions. The challenge comes in using these methods to
communicate synchronous interactions. To communicate
simultaneous events, they must be presented as such, but this
is not common practice. Rather, designers may opt for a
‘meanwhile’ approach, showing two simultaneous events in
sequence. Importantly, user journeys provide a helpful
format that presents the whole of an experience in one map.
It is the simultaneous presentation of all outcomes in one
view that will be vital in the cross-device toolkit.

Figure 3b: Gesture notation as defined by Hesenius and Gruhn
[30].

of cross-device interaction in concert. In representing crossdevice experiences there is currently a clear three-way tradeoff between spatial relationships (relative distances and
orientations), gestures and change over time. However, these
aspects are often equally important in very basic cross-device
interactions. Shown with an example scenario: ‘In an office,
there are three people. One of them reads an article on their
tablet. Holding the tablet horizontally, using two fingers,
4

Spatial mapping techniques have been developed to
provide ‘real-world’ context for interactions, including for
the cross-device space [8, 29, 31, 36, 41, 62]. This is another
core component of a sketching notation for cross-device
interactions, as the context expands from the individual
device, and sometimes its environment, to multiple devices
and users, their distances, and orientations. This way of
laying out a scenario gives the viewer the ability to situate
experiences. Environments are instrumental in design and
cannot be assumed, in contrast to traditional forms of
interface design [18], when ideating experiences for multiple
devices and users. Arguably the most visually complex
aspect to communicate, effective techniques communicate
objects in three dimensions through use of perspective, but
two dimensions can sometimes suffice. A challenge for this
category is communicating this rich information quickly and
by novice users with little familiarity or confidence with
sketching.

Figure 8. Shadow used to show previous position of device and future
position of UI object [37].

wireframing and comprehension. Its purported ease of use
has led to its inclusion in user guides [2, 45] to explain to
customers how various interactions work.

Figure 9. Gesture notation used in user manuals [2, 45].

Fundamental to this visual technique is the type of touch
and/or movement a user makes with a screen or device. The
hand may add clarity, but its size, shape, and detail is a matter
of choice (and a convenience for people who are not
confident in drawing hands). Gesture notation has been
studied and taxonomies attempted for single device
interactions [23, 30] and proven very helpful. They vary
widely in fidelity from basic sketched wireframes [40],
hands with symbols [32] to detailed gesture cards [30] and
repurpose recognizable symbols in flexible ways, such as
rotating axes [57] and protractor angles [43].

Figure 6. Space mapped in two dimensions (left) [31] and three
dimensions (right) [41].

2.2.2. Objects: What is the detail?
Devices are commonly illustrated using their simplest
dimensions; only device height and width are described
using basic rectangles [3, 6, 10, 20, 32, 37, 47, 52, 57]. Of
central importance in communicating individual devices is
their comparative dimensions, which is easy to achieve in
storyboards and previously mentioned spatial mapping
techniques, but less so in individual wireframes.

This work, focused on faster, simpler sketch notation, will
lean towards the former. Ideally, a cross-device notation
framework will leave room for the full spectrum and be
flexible to the needs of the designer and the project.

Figure 7. Rectangles used to show device scale in Badam & Elmqvist [3].

Levels of shading have been used to communicate their
proximity to the viewer [3], or previous locations of that
device [37]. This level of detail captures only the necessary
features of an interaction, and such techniques will be helpful
for rapid notation.

Figure 10. Protractor angle notation used to describe device tilt [43].

Nascent patterns have been developed across parts of the
literature for cross-device interactions. These patterns apply
two or more of the previously described techniques. To
declutter wireframe representations, designers use
techniques that reduce then represent or point to other
devices.

2.2.3. Interactions: How do context and detail relate?
Gesture notation has expanded and developed as designers
ideate and communicate contextual and UI concepts. This
format provides a single language that speeds up both
5

Portals are symbols or borders at the edges of a UI that
communicate connection or transfer opportunities with other
devices [20, 41, 43, 52].

Arrows are used to show movement of people, objects or
data. When representing invisible transfer over space, dotted
lines are used instead [4, 41, 43, 52].
These popular and highly relevant patterns identified in the
literature will be essential candidates for cross-device
wireframing representations.
3. Other techniques
Experience prototyping has developed into rich,
programmable scenarios to immerse viewers and encourage
empathy [36]. Although designed to be fast and require less
hardware, this remains further along in the design process
than a sketch notation framework. There are risks that high

Figure 11. Portal that increases in size when sharing from a mobile
device [20].

Menus are used to provide this information verbally [26, 27].
These affordances confirm the presence of other devices and
sometimes match them in location, i.e. a connected device to
the left will have its portal presented on the left of the screen.
Abstract visual components such as connection indicators
and ownership labels have been attempted in various ways.
Colour-coding is a ubiquitous, familiar and simple indicator
of ownership of a device, virtual object or cursor [21, 64].

Figure 14. Dotted line used to show a UI object travelling between
devices [4].

fidelity will affect viewers’ assumptions about the
completeness of the work and may affect levels of comfort
for others to share open criticism on the designs. The need
for rapid sketching means the current cross-device notation
framework will be low-fidelity and should require only pen
and paper.
Unified Modeling Language has been widely used in the
software industry for visual representations that facilitate
analysis and design. Application of UML by software
engineering students was found not to be easy, but to be
influenced by perceived usefulness [38]. The drive for
precision in HCI is reflected in frameworks such as the
McKit [48] and GestureCards [30]. With this level of
precision comes high levels of constraint, which arguably
limit and slow ideation. This is a step too far for designers
quickly sketching ideas to communicate and remember. If
applied, such frameworks have their application later in the
design and development cycle, when specificity is important.

Figure 12. Colour used in Forlines et al [21] to indicate source of user
annotations.

This can be made more accessible by adding diagonal
shading or other labels. In a sketching scenario, designers
can easily have to hand a pencil and two or three coloured
pens. The bar to inclusion in this form of visual
communication is very low and examined for its flexibility
by Dow et al [18].

Nonetheless, guidelines for ubicomp design provided by
Dow et al [18] will be used support this new language:

Shadows and ghosts keep the user aware of their situation
when necessary. There are spatial awareness affordances [6,
47, 55] that mirror the user’s activity. Visual feedback and
‘ownership’ of objects helps users to track data they provide
to the cross-device space [6, 21, 55].

• Multiple representations. Various techniques and ways to
use them will be provided.
• Integration with the social context of design. The toolkit
will be designed for use in team ideation and prototyping.
• Accordance with other design tools. Sketches produced
should provide the basis for, and not rule out, the use of
higher fidelity techniques.
These will provide the framework with a natural context and
intuitive application with constructive levels of freedom.

Figure 13. Surface ghost provides feedback to user about their action on
a shared device [55].
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Figure 15. Results of affinity sorting of wireframing and cross-device interaction visualization techniques found in the literature.

3. DESIGN

2. Spatial relationships (Foundation)

A new framework is required to effectively combine current
techniques. To build a familiar and consistent notation while
avoiding rework on established patterns, analysis was
conducted on existing techniques used in HCI to identify key
visual vocabulary. 39 papers that involved visually
communicating single and cross-device interactions in HCI
and Ubiquitous Computing fields were gathered, visual
communication techniques were extracted, and affinity
sorted on an online whiteboard [Figure 15].Five core themes
of communication were found in the extracts. These were
defined and will be used as the evaluation criteria for a
successful cross-device wireframing notation. They are split
into two categories that align with the groups in related work:
Foundation and Interaction. The third category, Objects, is
naturally dispersed across all pillars and is mediated by the
two categories. The five pillars are:

The area within which interactions take
place is the second foundation for crossdevice wireframing. Wireframes for
single device interactions demonstrate
how the user interacts with the screen, its
objects and the entire device, including its orientation and
buttons. Cross-device experience wireframes require this for
every device, and often how each device relates to other
devices and users. Data transfer itself is not visible to users,
so its movement is represented using abstract visual terms,
such as arrows, or assumed using portals paired with
sequential changes in UI states on the wireframe. Concrete
objects and people are often used to define the bounds of an
interaction space. This pillar relates closely to Brudy et al’s
Configuration, Scale and Space dimensions [10].
3. Linkage (Interaction)

1. Passage of time (Foundation)

A core interaction concept is that of
linkage between devices. Advances in
communication technology have enabled
the mediation of device dynamics with
Bluetooth, WiFi and NFC. These
technologies prove especially important in wireframing as
they rely on vague or invisible attributes, such as a user’s
proximity to another device or router. Automatic connection
or disconnection has no related action but must be displayed
in a wireframe. It is vital that connection and disconnection
are communicated effectively through wireframe notation, as
this is the lifeline of the interaction itself but is invisible at a
distance. Designing for the configuration and de-

Time is a foundational concept for the purposes of
communicating an experience. It is shown by both layout on
the page, as well as abstract indicators and changes to
objects. A wireframe notation that shows an interaction with
a device must at least clarify the before and after states of a
system. More complex interactions, such as those involving
multiple devices and people, will require a fine-grained
explanation of interactions, outcomes and particularly their
relation over time. Furthermore, the distinction between
synchronous and asynchronous events must be clear.
7

configuration of cross-device functionality has also been
neglected [10].

communicated. Individual components of these techniques
were tabulated according to their effectiveness in
communicating each of the five pillars [Figure 16]. No
technique covers all pillars, giving further justification for
the need to develop a cross-device wireframing notation that
combines the achievements of these methods into one simple
framework.

4. Roles (Interaction)
Interaction between devices is often
governed by a power relationship. The
nomination of a lead or shared device is
common in cross-device interactions, as
is the designation of a substrate device. It may be a tabletop
touchscreen, one tablet of several or the middle screen in a
desktop set up. Without a clear understanding of the ‘social’
relationships shared by devices, interactions become fuzzy.
When there is a base upon which users place their findings
or all can view the same map, this delineation clarifies roles
and their individual devices are controllers, foragers or zoom
lenses. This category differs from Connectivity through its
designation of roles and the continued fulfilment of those
roles.

These techniques were then organized by relevance to each
pillar to develop the first contribution of this paper, the visual
toolkit. This can be used as a set of prompts for designers in
developing quick wireframes.
Cross-device experience wireframe format
Modular techniques need to be combined in a thoughtful way
to ensure they make sense. In cross-device interactions, two
given realities are those of time and space, towards which
much thought must be directed. Designers work with these
two dimensions and construct experiences within them. A
framework that suits this task must do as much of the abstract
representational work as possible, so that designers can
dedicate their effort towards the thing that is being ideated.
A useful framework will make the communication of time
and space easy, the designers’ task being only to situate their
solutions on this medium.

5. Gestures (Interaction)

Gesture notation will be one of the most familiar visual
languages to designers, as it has been used to describe users’
interactions with great speed and simplicity. Pulling from the
most basic visual cues available, it relies on circles, squares
and arrows of various kinds and fidelities. Without any extra
work, this notation form will be lifted directly for this
framework as it is so well-established.

We designed a three-track layout to do the work of the
Foundation pillars [Figure 17]. Our intention is to remove the
cognitive burden of time and space to allow the user to focus
on objects and interactions between them.

Visual Taxonomy

Time flows from left to right, matching the prevailing
reading direction in the literature. This is augmented by
optional individual arrows between cells to overrule the
dominant reading direction.

The analysis showed that many techniques were
combinations of multiple pillars, designed to communicate
multiple concepts. Each technique was extracted and
examined to distill precisely what and how they

The problem of space is divided across three rows. Spatial
relationships between devices and users are represented in

Figure 17. Three-track layout

the middle row, which is the core of the framework. This row
handles storyboarding and contextual illustrations such as
birds-eye views and other mapping techniques. Without this
central row, the complexity of cross-device interactions will
not be represented. It belongs in the centre, as the richest part
of the framework will require direct reference to and from

Figure 16. Techniques compared with the five pillars of cross-device
wireframe communication.
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the outer lanes. The most common distinction between
devices is that of individual and shared, as shown in the
Roles pillar. The second solution to the space problem was
to split individual devices from the shared row. The
individual device row is the most familiar for designers, it is
where smartphone, watch and tablet UIs and gestures are
detailed. It will therefore be the row with most actions
depicted, so it is positioned closest to the user if they are
drawing on paper. The top row is no less important, but will
likely be used the least, as it is there to inform on changes to
the shared UI, which is likely to be less frequent.
Furthermore, changes to and interactions with the shared
device may be depicted in sufficient detail in the storyboard
row.
This framework was initially tested against each of the
pillars, and its ability to manage each of the techniques. This
initial check was successful and used to form the top-left
information box for each pillar in the toolkit.
Toolkit
The results of this work were compiled into a Toolkit (p1019). Before commencing the study, it was used with a crossdevice scenario to test its applicability:
Four people, A, B, C and D, are playing a boardgame. Each uses a
smartphone and the board is the tabletop. Use the template to draw
the cross-device interactions involved in the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Each player joins the game at the same time and draws cards
Players show each other the cards they have and three
people trade
Each player drops their character onto the board
Each player rolls a dice, starting with A. B rolls the highest
and takes the first turn
B tells the team what they will do and moves their character
across the board

In a quick drafting session, the scenario was sketched out in
under 10 minutes [toolkit page 13]. The fidelity of the
wireframe was also increased to demonstrate potential use in
information such as instruction manuals [toolkit page 15].
We conducted 7 workshops with interaction design
professionals and cross-device experts to understand the
effectiveness of the language for communicating crossdevice experiences. Feedback will be used to inform future
work on the wireframe sketch notation. Findings will also
provide brief insight into participants’ mental models around
cross-device experience wireframing to contribute to the
cross-device design space. Title and contents pages are
omitted in the following but full versions of the toolkit can
be found in the appendix.
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4. STUDY
The goal of the study was to understand users’ application of
the three-track layout and the technique toolkit. It was
designed to test three hypotheses, that the toolkit will:

Using the think-aloud protocol, they spent most of the
session filling in the three-track layout. The researcher then
interviewed them about their experience in a semi-structured
interview. If not covered in the think-aloud portion, they
were probed on the task and asked questions including:

1. help designers record comprehensive thoughts
2. enable communication of these thoughts to others
3. be understood by novice users quickly.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Participants
Seven adult participants, 5 female 2 male (ages: min. 27,
max. 32, avg. 28.85), were recruited via convenience
sampling from the researcher’s professional community and
the UCL HCI course. These participants were recruited for a
range in experience with design and sketching wireframes in
academic and work environments.

5.
6.

How did you find getting used to the format?
What did you feel went well?
What did not go so well?
How did you feel about the level of constraint it gave
you?
What improvements would you make to the format?
What improvements would you make to the toolkit?

The participants were finally asked to provide an image of
their wireframe to the researcher after the session.

Materials

Analysis

Participants were provided with the toolkit in advance of the
session and spent at least 20 minutes familiarising
themselves with the framework and prompts. They were
asked to bring a sheet of plain A4 paper, a pencil and at least
4 different coloured pens. They were interviewed over video
conferencing software Zoom, which was recorded and
deleted after transcription.

Qualitative analysis was conducted on interview data using
an online whiteboard and an affinity sorting method [Figure
18]. Notes and recordings from each interview were
examined and key findings from each were written up. Then
all the data was brought together and themes were extracted.
The wireframe images were also analysed for patterns and
compared with what participants said.

Design
A semi-structured individual interview with stimulus was
used to understand participants’ experiences and thoughts in
sufficient depth and to limit social influences of a group
workshop setting. Beforehand, participants spent at least 20
minutes familiarizing themselves with the toolkit and were
asked to apply it to a new cross-device scenario in the
session.

5. RESULTS
Findings are reported for all participants, as well as split into
novice (Nn) and expert (En) -specific findings. The toolkit
met two distinct needs for the groups. For novices, it gave
users the confidence to start and to continue tackling the
complex scenario, using techniques they weren’t
comfortable with. For experts, it gave helpful reminders of
useful techniques for sketching and ideation, such as device
shadows and portals. The strongest overall finding was that
the toolkit catalysed participants’ abilities to break down the
problem. It encouraged them to look at it in different ways
and compartmentalise those perspectives, freeing up
cognitive space to focus on each individual cell and its
message.

Procedure
Participants were sent the toolkit in a PDF format via email
and asked to read it and familiarize themselves with it for at
least 20 minutes before the session. During the 60-minute
session, they were taken through the toolkit briefly by the
researcher, and the purpose of the study was explained. They
were given a design scenario for which they would be asked
to ideate a potential solution (below).

1.1. Clarity of the pillars
In four sessions, the pillars caused distraction for the
participants, their role as it pertained to the tracks was
unclear, “Does each of the columns refer to the pillars?” E3.
Two participants were unsure about the difference between
Connection and Relationships. On the other hand, N4 found
the pillars helpful, although they gave them the feeling that
they had omitted some ‘effective communication’ by not
spending enough time looking at the scenario through each
of the pillar lenses. E1 saw the pillars as sitting at different
logical levels, “Gesture is more of an auxiliary thing, a
communication component, same with relationships,
whereas time and space are more of the actual interaction,

Four people, A, B, C and D, are researching plants together. The
team share a wall-mounted interactive board and each member
uses a smartphone. Please use the three-track template to draw the
following experience:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A and B are conducting research at the board, which is full of
images. C and D arrive and connect to the session using WiFi.
C passes an image to A’s device. A examines it, then places it
on the board.
C then zooms into the image on the board and explains it to
the team.
A and B start grouping together the objects on the board.
D copies two papers from the board onto their device to read
later.
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Figure 18. Thematic analysis showed five broad themes in the study data.

what's happening.” Both E1 and E2 spoke about
distinguishing toolkit guidance on two kinds of space: how
to utilise the space on the page and how to represent the
spatial interaction.

thought] ‘Oh well, it doesn’t help me show this interaction
but there's this other row where I can much more easily
represent that’”, N3 and E2, “if I hadn't had this tracking
tool, I would have continued trying to think about each
specific device in that one little square”. Perhaps reflecting
this thought process, most participants showed a propensity
to start their sketch in the middle row. They explained that it
provided the context, the ‘larger scale’ (N2) and ‘set the
scene’ (E2) before splitting it into its constituent parts in the
outer rows. This was further observed in the breaking down

1.2. Effectiveness of the three-track layout
Every novice participant displayed increased speed at
translating the scenario steps into illustrations within the
session. Two participants described the toolkit as giving
them the feeling of ‘getting into the swing of it’ (N1) and
feeling ‘more confident’ (N2).
All participants mentioned unprompted the usefulness of the
three tracks in framing the problem they needed to draw. It
helped them to atomise the overall experience into its
constituent parts and gave space for incremental thought
processes. Every participant compared the framework to a
blank sheet of paper and said the constraint provided by the
three categories enabled them to feel more at ease with the
complexity of the problem while helping them to focus their
thinking, “One row would have been a big generative
storyboard [...] a masterpiece. This helped me get through
it”, N2. Also, N1, “Having structure was useful because it
gave me a place to start. Rather than having a blank piece of
paper and thinking, 'oh, where do I start?’” And N4, “if you
were approaching this as a single sketch, that would be way
more constrained”. Counterintuitively, the three-track
layout gave three participants a feeling of more freedom,
“This gives you freedom to think about things in those
different elements and join them up in a fluid way”, N4. Both
N3 and E2 described the feeling of mental freedom given by
the permission to focus on just one track at a time, “[I

Figure 19. E3’s wireframe with the central three tracks highlighted.
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of the scenario across columns. What all participants
represented in the outer rows was depicted in the centre,
providing a ‘zoom in’ to the broader situation.

guidance provided, things like the ghosting […] Even though
I know these sorts of techniques, it's like, ‘oh yeah, that's a
good reminder’”, E1 [Figure 21]. E2 found the techniques
they had been using already, or used them to define their
thought processes, “Ah! It's like spot the difference, like, ‘this
is the thing I want you to focus on’”.

It was also felt that the three lanes were comprehensive,
“Three categories makes sense, nothing lacking, not thinking
'wish there was a way to capture this thing'”, N2.
Participants asked about the limits of the layout and applied
it in different ways. N4 sketched using the most space, with
one step per sheet of paper. This technique gave more space
for arrows, which they used between every sketch to describe
the narrative flow. N2 felt that, even when they were told that
not all boxes needed to be filled, that they would do so
anyway, as completeness was seen to be better
communication. E2 felt very at ease with augmenting the
tracks to extend their brainstorming about potential design
solutions [Figure 19].

Figure 21. E1 was inspired by the toolkit (left) to use ‘ghosting’ to
represent movement of UI objects (right).

However, they explained that this was made more efficient
and effective by having a ‘more concrete scene’ from which
to build. Otherwise, they said, their habit is to follow a less
methodical approach. On the other hand, the five-panel
structure felt like a benefit for E3, who saw the value in
limiting ideation to a high level at the wireframing stage. E1
also described the structure as a guideline to clearly convert
the interaction steps to panels in a comic. This was reflected
for novice users, who followed the structure and stayed
within the bounds of the grid, whereas two expert users found
them too constraining and broke out of the gridlines.

N2 found the toolkit useful but expressed a wish that it could
be a searchable database, as they scrolled around it
frequently during the sketching. N1 said of the techniques,
“they didn’t stick in my head particularly easily”. All
participants used or wanted to use colour to represent
different actors, their devices or objects. Some used colour
across lanes to denote ownership of virtual objects and as
tags to signal presence of devices in the interaction [Figure
22].

1.3. Using the toolkit to add clarity
Both novice and expert users approached the task with
consistent referral to the toolkit. Novices mentioned a lack of
experience and familiarity, either with sketching in general
or with wireframing for multiple devices. They used the
toolkit to assist in their wireframe sketching, blending
techniques with their own ideas.

Figure 22. N2’s use of colour tags to signal the entry of C and D into the
multi-device experience (top-right).

E2 used colour to show what aspect of each illustration was
important and required the reader’s focus [Figure 23]. This
participant struggled to solve the problem of a particular
focus changing throughout the scenario and reconciling this
with the identity of objects. First, they wanted the reader to
focus on a document, which moved between devices. Then,
they then wanted focus to shift elsewhere but ensure the
identity of the device was maintained, “I need it to be
cohesive vertically and horizontally, […] those should be
separate stories”.

Figure 20. N3 modified a prompt (left) to express image transfer
between smartphones (right).

Four participants across both groups regularly referred to
different pages to find inspiration, “Just seeing these images,
what can be wide angle, helped me not necessarily follow but
think along the lines of the wide angle”, N3 and E2, “I don't
know, let me have a look at the toolkit and see how it will
inspire me to perturb my thinking”. Expert participants also
found the toolkit useful for reference, “I also liked all the
20

Figure 24. E1’s repetition of a plant image to tie the wireframe story
together.

create cohesion in the scenario [Figure 24], “I'm telling you
a story, I like seeing these nuggets of consistency […] to give
it that sense of purpose.” E2’s focus was not on
communication with others but with themselves. They used
the three-track layout as a brainstorming medium. They
extended the tracks vertically, so that many of the individual
and shared device cells were given multiple potential
options. They described this as a place to store their thoughts
for later and to revisit for more ideas after advancing designs
to prototyping. One concern for E2 was being locked into a
particular type of interaction, but they felt very comfortable
with adjusting the layout to suit a parallel prototyping task.
N2 commented on the relevance of aspects of the interaction
to a wireframing activity, “Bit unclear on whether I should
have 'A considers picture'. Wireframing isn’t emotions or
thoughts”. E1 also used their judgement to decide what to
include from the scenario. They skipped D’s selection of
objects on the whiteboard, due to the triviality of this
interaction, and instead focussed on the more unusual
synchronous gesture of dragging objects onto a handheld
device. E2, while also preferring to focus on more unusual
design approaches, was assisted by the layout to put aside a
distrust they have of non-physical interaction techniques
(such as wireframe sketches), as it forced them not to skip
detailed thought about various design ideas, “I probably skip
too much, and this is really helpful, I should have done this
more”. E3 initially questioned the need for the shared device
row, as they felt the storyboard to be enough, but they
changed their mind, “it makes it more clear to me, what is
the interaction, what are the gestures, how should they
work”.

Figure 23. E2 felt their use of colour to simultaneously attract
focus and maintain identity across the grid lacked clarity.

Colour was vital for all participants, except E3, who did not
have colours with them and expressed several times wanting
to be able to use them. It was used to communicate more than
originally expected or suggested in the toolkit, some of these
were used together:
- Identity of people over time
- Identity of objects over time
- Ownership of devices
- Ownership of objects
- Ownership of gestures
- Interaction ‘hotspots’, such as portals
- Operative objects in a particular column
1.4. Wireframe as communication
Participants had concerns about the reusability of their
sketches by others. Three questioned how understandable
their wireframes would be to others without more
explanation. Although they applied recognised visual
components, N3 still had concerns, “I know what I mean by
it but if I just use symbols does it have the same
intuitiveness?” Four participants felt that more thought
around the division of the scenario into smaller modules of
communication would have improved their wireframes.
Three participants specifically expressed a wish to avoid
clutter, especially when trying to represent complex
interactions.
The importance of effective communication was also
reflected by E1, whose usual sketching practice often
revolves around storytelling. They used visual repetition to

2. Novice participants
2.1. Intended rigidity of the framework was unclear
Although the toolkit provided novice participants with
inspiration and enabled them to break up the design problem,
they spent time deconstructing the relationship between
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pillars, tracks and columns. Questions were asked about the
amount of paper that was permitted, and the flexibility of
different techniques was not made clear, “I was unsure about
showing that interaction between the shared and individual
devices. It can be shown in any of the tracks”, P4. This
resulted in participants calculating how to fit the scenario
into a certain number of columns, adding a column, or using
one page per column.

Figure 25. After the first frame, E1 switched from clarification
arrows (left) to speech bubbles (right), so as not to confuse them with
time arrows.

2.2. It was a fun puzzle
Three novice participants noted that they enjoyed completing
the task, even though all mentioned their lack of confidence
and experience, even anxiety around sketching wireframes.
It is possible that this was enabled by the cognitive load of
the task being compartmentalised by the three tracks. N1
described the process as a puzzle, which, when combined
with guidelines, was fun to solve. Instead of demanding that
designers paint a masterpiece, it was as if a picture was cut
into pieces for them to rearrange into their own work.

When asked about the three-track constraint, E2 said, “I
quickly deviated into different versions of a track, really easy
to do, it's just paper.”
6. DISCUSSION
Three hypotheses were made during the design of the threetrack toolkit. A well-designed visual language will:
1. be useful in recording comprehensive thoughts

3. Expert participants

2. enable communication of these thoughts to others

3.1. Wireframes tell a complete story

3. be understood by novice users quickly.

The experts’ different research backgrounds affected their
approach to wireframe sketching. Their approaches pointed
towards a theme of completeness in the stories they told. For
E1, weaving a consistent thread throughout the three-track
layout gave the wireframe sketch a sense of resolution, “If C
shared it and D picks it up, the story is resolved, a whole
sharing activity took place.” This finding mirrors Dow et al
[18], ‘ideas either get approval to move into detailed design
or they die’ based on the strength of storytelling.

The first hypothesis was observed clearly during the
activities with novice and expert participants. A core
contribution of the toolkit was the successful provision of the
foundations of time and space in the layout. They are the
most complex ideas to represent due to their pervading,
abstract and flexible nature. The scaffold for time and space
was built for participants, enabling them to divide and
conquer in their approach. Participants used the central track
to situate the interaction, then moved on to expressing the
detail of objects and interactions above and below. By laying
out the situation first, participants were able to set aside
worries about comprehensive representation. The presence
of two more tracks was reassuring, allowed more focussed
thinking, in turn enabling richer ideation. Revisiting the same
steps in the scenario to sketch them from different
perspectives galvanised ideation. The elicitation of stronger
consideration suggests that this layout will help designers
contribute to the recent call for reflection on the context of
use, user action, applications for mobile ad hoc and reconfigurable devices [10]. It was hypothesised that the layout
would assist with breaking down the complex cross-device
experience, but it was not anticipated that this would lead to
richer and more thoughtful approaches to wireframe
sketching.

On the other hand, completeness for E2 looked like
maintaining flexibility in their interaction modes and
techniques. To avoid ‘concretising’ their ideas too early, they
continually considered alternatives in parallel, “Interaction
technique: did touch. Nice to have some alternate modalities
like a pen or speech control”. This also affected their
application of colour, which was not used to maintain
consistency across the whole wireframe, but to bring
attention to specific objects within each column, “It doesn't
matter for storyboard 2, it only matters later”.
3.2. “It's a bit of cheating but it makes sense” ~ E1
Only the experts consistently brought additional techniques
that were not provided in the toolkit. Verbal explanations,
such as ‘tapping lets them join’ and ‘tilt’ were used to avoid
ambiguity in their sketches. This group notably found the
toolkit to be less of a rulebook and gathered its purpose as
indicative or helpful. E1 switched from arrows to speech
bubbles to provide clarity on the storyboard track [Figure
25].

Novice participants learned and applied the framework
quickly, managing complete either most or all of the
wireframe within the session. All participants referred to the
toolkit and scrolled through a digital version, not spending
long to find appropriate inspiration. This suggests that the
categories are appropriately organised and helpfully
grouped. Hypothesis 3 was supported in part, although not
all of the framework was understood. In a second iteration,
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the confusingly named Connections and Relationships were
changed to Linkage and Roles respectively. This will also
serve to avoid confusion with Brudy et al’s Dimensions, key
characteristics of the cross-device design space [10].

informative design [Figure 27]. Techniques from the highfidelity wireframe example are provided and labelled to
clarify how each principle can be applied. A reorganised, less
aligned high-fidelity example was also added to help users
feel more at ease with the layout [Figure 26]. A full list of
changes can be seen in the table below.

Most participants questioned the possibility of other people
understanding the wireframe they had created. A language
must be balanced with the freedom to ensure the most
effective communication possible. The toolkit was iterated to
clarify its role as a flexible visual grammatical structure,
rather than a notation rulebook. It was unclear whether
participants’ lack of confidence around using the wireframe
as a communication tool came from their unfamiliarity with
the framework, techniques and patterns, a lack of confidence
in their sketching ability or for other reasons. A limitation of
the study that became clear through the sessions was the
accidental alignment of five pillars, five columns in the
layout, and five steps in the scenario. It is likely that the gridlayout of the materials contributed to the feeling of rigidity.
These problems were addressed with an updated three-track
layout [Figure 26], a clearer set of guidelines, changing
‘Pillars’ to ‘Principles’ and grouping them into ‘Foundation’
and ‘Interaction’. The toolkit was given a looser and more

Figure 26. We adjusted the three-track layout to look more flexible and changed the high-fidelity example to emphasise flexibility and flow over
rigid boundaries and boxes.
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Figure 27. We renamed ‘Pillars’ to ‘Principles’ and redesigned their pages to be more fluid and engaging. More detailed techniques were
enlarged, with less interesting examples shrunk.

A comprehensive study should test the legibility of threetrack wireframe sketches for people familiar with the toolkit,
but not provided with the scenario. It is evident that the
flexibility of the language is unclear to users unfamiliar with
wireframing practice, and the wide range of options for
presenting different concepts did not help participants feel
confident in being understood.

and cells were extended. Understandably, novices stuck to a
more rigid application of the guidance, which provided them
with comfort and confidence. Instead of attempting to strike
the fine balance between both groups and provide a ‘one size
fits all’ toolkit, it may be more effective to design a booklet
with clear guidelines and rules for novice users, and a more
inspiration and ideation-focussed library for fluent users. The
format itself may also have different layouts, one rigid 5column grid to provide constructive boundaries for
wireframing (as per the original), and one with faint blue
lines to indicate broad demarcation [Figure 26].

The second hypothesis was also potentially flawed, in that
wireframes are not exclusively for communication between
people but may be for recording one’s own ideas to be
revisited in future. Brainstorming during parallel prototyping
scenarios was shown to be a very effective application of the
toolkit. It is therefore not always necessary for a wireframe
to be used for communication, especially at the earliest
stages of design and ideation. In this way, an iterated toolkit
may have broader application that originally intended.

Participants’ responses to the format and quick uptake of its
guidelines suggests it is intuitive. It was unexpected and
encouraging that novice users’ comprehension was rapid.
The lack of clarity around certain terms and concepts did not
stop them illustrating a rich wireframe. Their speed at
converting the scenario steps into sketches increased
throughout their sessions, indicating that the bar to entry with
this format is appropriately low. On the other hand, an expert
participant described the value of learning this format, “I
think it needs a bit of time to get used to, but it doesn't feel

The constraint provided by the format had various and
interesting effects on participants. Its freeing effects on
cognitive processes have been discussed but differences
between novice and expert participants were also notable.
Experts displayed more comfort with augmenting and
adjusting the materials to meet their needs. Rows were added
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Figure 28. Mock-up of a refactored toolkit to function as a placemat for designers.

unnatural. In fact, the opposite, it gives me that structure of
thinking very purposefully”, E3.

7. CONCLUSION
The three-track toolkit was designed to fill a gap in
designers’ approaches to wireframing for cross-device
experiences. It is based on the needs of designers, and
findings in HCI literature and focussed on combining the
strength and familiarity of popular techniques and patterns.
Novice and expert designers alike, with a range of illustration
and wireframing backgrounds, were able to apply its
principles in a short study and quickly unpack a complex
cross-device experience into a sketched wireframe. They
borrowed techniques and used the toolkit to build their
confidence and as a template to help express themselves.
This method shows promise in three regards: as a
wireframing toolkit for designers to tell a story about crossdevice experiences, as a problem-solving device that helps
designers compartmentalise a problem, and as a
brainstorming medium that encourages parallel prototyping.
Aspects of the toolkit require iteration, concepts such as the
pillars were unclear, including their mapping to the threetrack layout and the grid. Future iterations of this layout
should come in the form of large posters and placemats for
ideation sessions, templates to be drawn onto directly,
reference manuals, and a searchable library of visual terms.
The toolkit must also be tested with more scenarios, for
example to represent multi device experiences from various
HCI studies, or to pick apart very complex and unusual
scenarios.

All users commented on mistakes they were making as they
sketched. E1 had a graphic design background and avoided
mistakes by first using a blue pencil, then returning to their
sketches with pens. N1 and E2 mentioned techniques they
would have used instead, given another chance and E3
described their wireframe as a first pass before another
iteration where they would make modifications. The
flexibility of the layout was emphasised in the second
iteration of the toolkit. Lines in the three-track layout were
turned blue to reiterate their optional nature.
The toolkit has multiple potential future applications.
Formats other than a booklet may improve the usability of
the toolkit. E1 suggested a placemat for designers’ desks,
presenting a variety of sketching techniques that they can
refer to as they work [Figure 28]. N2 suggested a searchable
database that would be faster at providing options for
communicating various design concepts. The need to correct
mistakes and iterate suggests a potential application of this
toolkit may be digital, with a searchable library of images
that can be dragged, dropped and combined quickly.
Providing a vast library of sketching ideas and inspiration
met the needs of E2 and E3, which suggests a potential
avenue to pursue is to meet the needs of exploratory ideation,
as well as wireframing to communicate. The accessibility of
the toolkit should also be addressed, with recommendations
about use of colour in combination with other techniques that
improve visibility and comprehension.
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APPENDIX A: Analysis of single and cross-device visual representations in HCI and UbiComp research and blogs, high quality PDF on next page.
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Spatial characteristics
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APPENDIX B: Two early sketches of a potential multi-track format for the presentation of different levels of crossdevice interactions
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APPENDIX C: First version of the Three-track Sketching Toolkit. (P37-46)
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APPENDIX D: Data gathered from participant workshops: their wireframe on top and sorted interview data at the bottom.
Participants organised in order: N1, N2, N3, N4, E1, E2, E3. High quality PDFs on the following pages.
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Bit I found slightly
more confusing
was the fourth
one, connection?
No, Relationships

Is this about,
couldn't understand
diﬀerence between
this one and one
previously

First in the
storyboard row, a
little board like a
whiteboard with
stick people in front
of it called A and B

Squiggles to
show there's
something
there they're
looking at

Second box same
as ﬁrst, then draw
c and d behind
them and show
they've come in
and joined

Then underneath that one
in the individual device
row, I'm going to draw sort
of a smartphone rectangle
that's meant to be a
smartphone and that's
going to be, no I'm going to
draw two

Then the third one in
I'm going to draw one
smartphone which is A,
then if I had the skills
I'd draw pinchy ﬁngers
but I'm just going to do
arrows on that device

Storyboard row I'm gonna draw
the same as before, four people,
then coming from A, little arrow
coming from them, little square
in their hand, arrow onto
interactive whiteboard, square is
the picture because they've
placed it on the board

Now draw board into shared
device column with this image
on it, then next bit on storyboard
so 4th square, going to again but
without arrow from A but maybe
something to depict that it's C
doing the zooming on their
device, then maybe some speech
thing because they're speaking

above that in shared
device I'm going to
draw image even
bigger and arrows to
show it's been
zoomed

Next storyboard column,
have A and B by the screen
and there are going to be
various objects on the
board and I'm going to put
curvy arrows between
them showing they're
moving around, A and B

Struggling how to show
they're touching the
board and doing that
movement, maybe it
works and shows
they're interacting with
the board

Run out of
squares, am I
allowed to use
another piece
of paper?

So I'm gonna have in
the bottom row, the
individual device, I'm
going to have D's
smartphone and
they're gonna be
yellow

Speed increased as she
got used to framework
within the short time

In the individual device row
could I have more than one
device in that? So I'm going
to draw two smartphones
and I'm going to draw an
arrow in between them

C on top of the ﬁrst one
and A on the second and
and there's going to be a
little picture, which is a
square that's exactly the
same and an arrow to the
image going from one to
the other

Have C in what I've already
drawn in the storyboard
column, I might also have
them closer to the board
and reaching out to touch it
to show they're zooming
into it on the board

Could you
use top row
to make it
clearer?

At the top of the
device drawing little
arrows showing
something is being
received by the
device

Draw the board and
various objects on the
board, moving around like
it's the same as in the
bottom, then maybe I can…
I can show they're moving
around but in terms of
showing who's going it I
guess…

Maybe there's a way of,
maybe on the shared
device you can how
something like the A label
or A and B, to show who's
touching it, like a cursor
hand saying that's A and
another one saying that's B

Forgot about my coloured
pens! A is going to be blue
and B is going to be red
and what I'm gonna do is
do a little outline in red and
blue on the board for the
things they're touching and
moving

These papers
are going to be
represented
by two
triangles

On the main device, I'm
going to draw the board
and draw these two
triangles again and again
have arrows coming down
showing something is
being sent from the shared
device

On the storyboard bit, I'm also
going to have the board, people
in front of it, and then have D
which is yellow, and showing
those papersand the arrow
coming from the board to a little
square that's in the stick ﬁgure's
hand which is their device to
show it's coming from the board

Connection / Relationships
was confusing:
'Links' and 'Roles'?

Bit I found slightly
more confusing
was the fourth
one, connection?
No, Relationships

And then I'm
going to in the..
Hang on I need to
ﬁgure out
numbers in my
head

Is this about,
couldn't understand
diﬀerence between
this one and one
previously

Particular techniques need
learning / prompts / practice

Struggling how to show
they're touching the
board and doing that
movement, maybe it
works and shows
they're interacting with
the board

Then the third one in
I'm going to draw one
smartphone which is A,
then if I had the skills
I'd draw pinchy ﬁngers
but I'm just going to do
arrows on that device

Not quite sure if I want
to draw anything in the
shared device or
individual device rows
at the moment but I
might come back to do
that

Feels like a puzzle. Maybe it's
because I've got a certain
number of boxes in each row so
I'm trying to work out what I can
put in each one, whereas maybe
more realistically if I was doing
this I'd have inﬁnite numbers of
boxes going along so I wouldn't
be worrying so much

In the individual device row
could I have more than one
device in that? So I'm going
to draw two smartphones
and I'm going to draw an
arrow in between them

Draw the board and
various objects on the
board, moving around like
it's the same as in the
bottom, then maybe I can…
I can show they're moving
around but in terms of
showing who's going it I
guess…

Maybe there's a way of,
maybe on the shared
device you can how
something like the A label
or A and B, to show who's
touching it, like a cursor
hand saying that's A and
another one saying that's B

Forgot about my coloured
pens! A is going to be blue
and B is going to be red
and what I'm gonna do is
do a little outline in red and
blue on the board for the
things they're touching and
moving

Need more time to think
about the scenario and use it
for communicating

This might be because I'm
not a particularly visual
person, I might want to sit
and write notes and work
out how I'm going to draw
that ﬁrst, but I also
understand that's kind of
working things out visually

Have C in what I've already
drawn in the storyboard
column, I might also have
them closer to the board
and reaching out to touch it
to show they're zooming
into it on the board

Puzzle + Guidelines = Fun

Run out of
squares, am I
allowed to use
another piece
of paper?

That was
quite fun

Structure helped me get into
the swing of it. Could have
gotten a bit more carried
away

Needs to be easier to edit.
Rubbed out things twice too

Could you
use top row
to make it
clearer?

But I guess in the toolkit there
were two versions of what those
wireframes could look like, this
very much felt like this was an
initial one, rather than one I
could use necessarily to explain
to other people that weren't
there while I was doing it

Clarify:
>1 device per box, just make
it into lanes?
The framework is endless have it going oﬀ end?

It feels like a puzzle

I think it was quite good
because this isn't
something I generally do,
so having structure was
useful because it gave me a
place to start. Rather than
having a blank piece of
paper and thinking 'oh
where do I start?'

Once I got into the swing of
it, maybe at that point I
probably could have gotten
a bit more carried away,
started to go oﬀ and do my
own thing, but deﬁnitely as
a starting point I found that
useful

Before it was like a puzzle
like how do I do this, trying
to work it out and use the
board and the sort of rules
of how to use it, not so
much rules but guidelines
and yeah

Immediately encouraged
thought about sync/async
experiences

As I got into the swing of it, using
the three diﬀerent rows and
showing the same action
through those three diﬀerent
lenses. I feel like I got into the
swing of that and started to see
how they could relate and be
used, that worked quite well

My ﬁrst thought was trying
to work out ahead of time
where diﬀerent parts
would go at diﬀerent
stages, so would I want
these two things to happen
simultaneously or
sequentially

Thinking about how the
tracks and principles aligned
more than actually how to
convey speciﬁc ideas

Probably
emphasising a bit
more the parts
which give you the
suggestions on how
to convey the
diﬀerent principles

As I was reading it I was
thinking about the
three tracks and which
principle I would
convey in each track,
rather than how I
would do that

Didn't stick
in my head
particularly
easily

Worried I'm
expected to
include all of
the pillars

Puts
interactive
board across
every cell at
the op

Start at
shared, then
individual,
then
storyboard

Feel like I'm using
too much colour.
Colour's speaking
to me and I've got
to do it now

Person A is
green, these
have been
uploaded by A

See all the
actions in
the scene
Colour
code on
storyboard
Does storyboard
always have to
show wide angle
or can show
whatever you
want?

Using
toolkit for
Wiﬁ
connection
Felt like I had to
ﬁll all the boxes
even if you told
me not to
because it's
complete

Dots to show
connection to
the board in
shared row

Scrolling up
and down
on toolkit

Colours were fun

Three categories feels like a
good number

Colours
was fun

Three categories
makes sense,
nothing lacking, not
thinking 'wish there
was a way to
capture this thing'

3 feels like a
sensible
allocation of
focus helped me
keep on task

Framework and toolkit builds
conﬁdence by breaking it
down and simplifying it

Not somebody who
feels conﬁdent
sketching but it
helped me feel
more conﬁdent by
breaking it down
and simplifying it

Add content

Booklet as a
point of
reference was
really helpful

Emphasise you
dn't have to
have all the
pillars in all the
boxes and rows

What components
and how to show
hands made
process easier

I needed
prompting with
the arrows, I
wouldn't have
thought to or
found it otherwise

One row would have
been a big generative
storyboard: elements
and masterpiece. This
helped me get through
it a bit

Searchable database

Searchable
version 25
rows, type into
It rather than
scroll through

Unclear about wireframing
vs. scenario

5 Pillars: where do
I put all of them?
Wasn’t a massive
hindrance though

Column 2:
diﬀerent parts
of that step connecting vs,
connected

Might sit down
and split
scenario into
really discrete
steps

Toolkit is
very devicefocussed

Single device or nondevice interaction 'A looks at it' - don't
know whether I'd
put that down or not

Wireframing
isn't
emotions or
thoughts
Bit unclear on
whether I
should have 'A
considers
picture'

First one is
space pillar,
wide angle
sketch

Getting
inspiration
from the wide
angle part

I want to
represent the
environment in
front of the
screen, like the
second drawing

Same colours for
C and D, should
have changed
colours, didn't
really think this
through

Just want to
represent that
something is
happening between
C and A device and
separately show the
zoom information

Probably do
more over
the shoulder
interactions

Might run out of
space, I still want
to represent that
they’re still
standing in front
of the screen

I started with middle
row, questioning
myself if I should at
least do the
gestures at the
same time

I've gone 1 and 2
drawn from wide
angle but actually
now focus on the
gestures

Quickly went
back up to
look at the
connection bit

This row isn't
really for
connections,
it's for
gestures

Top row is
interaction
between
devices

Middle one
is how users
interact with
each other

Bottom is
gestures,
people interact
with deviecs

Top row is
which devie is
connected to
which device

What I'm
trying to
illustrate is C
passes an
image to A

Gestures
toolkit,
found a
good idea

Now I have 2
storyboard
images and 2
gestures

I might as well go to
top row and try to
illustrate how
devices are
connected and how
interaction is going
between devices

Now I'm
paying
attention to
colour, getting
there

demonstrate
connection
with arrows

What I missed
is the zooming
in and placing
it on the board

Feel like in terms
of gestures it's
quite a lot. Zooms
in, examines, then
places it on the
board

A has at
least two
gestures

I like the gestures bit there
is.a circle that shows
interaction is happening,
easier to draw. Symbols are
even better so then I don't
have to draw a hand

I'm going to try
to just do it
with symbols
let's try that

Just looking at it, I
know what I mean
by it but if I just
use symbols does
it have the same
intuitiveness

But at the same
time, is this just
for myself. But I
would ﬁnd it
easier to draw
multi gestures

Tricky because
it's quite a big
gesture,
zooms into the
screen

Zoom in
should have
been one
separate
gesture

Feel like there is
ﬁnite space

Pillars were confusing:
Can I combine them? Row vs. pillar mix-up
Layers I really
like. I was
confused
about the
pillars

Couldn't
diﬀerentiate
them

Does it
really have
to be one
or another

What is
diﬀerence
between time,
relationships
and connections

Does the bottom
row have to be
gestures or can you
combine them with
other things if you
feel that's the best
way to represent

Mixed feelings, little bit
restricted in terms of the
toolkit, I want to gesture
but at the same time I want
to represent it more like
with other sketching
methods

Use beyond this
session limited
But at the same
time, is this just
for myself. But I
would ﬁnd it
easier to draw
multi gestures

Just looking at it, I
know what I mean
by it but if I just
use symbols does
it have the same
intuitiveness

Becoming
comfortable: own
inventions
Now I'm
paying
attention to
colour, getting
there

demonstrate
connection
with arrows

Felt like what I
need to represent
what I want is a
combination of
two, relationships
and connection
Sometimes I
struggled to
diﬀerentiate
which I was trying
to represent

Need
ﬁve
columns

Going to start
looking at toolkit,
middle pillar is
time and
relationship pillar

Might run out of
space, I still want
to represent that
they’re still
standing in front
of the screen

Haven't
decided yet
to put on
top pillar

It's complex and
sometimes big
Same colours for
C and D, should
have changed
colours, didn't
really think this
through

Just want to
represent that
something is
happening between
C and A device and
separately show the
zoom information

What I missed
is the zooming
in and placing
it on the board

Tricky because
it's quite a big
gesture,
zooms into the
screen

Feel like in terms
of gestures it's
quite a lot. Zooms
in, examines, then
places it on the
board

A has at
least two
gestures

In this scenario
it's simple but
there's lots of
things happening,
devices, users,
users & devices

Zoom in
should have
been one
separate
gesture

Focus on communicating
message, not speciﬁc
illustrations or quality
I don't have to focus
that much on how I'm
going to draw the
images but I can try to
focus on what I'm
trying to represent with
the drawing

I feel in the
beginning when
I'm sketching I'm
super worried
about things
being ugly

For me ﬁrst time I'm
too anxious about
the drawing. Once
I'm getting into it
that's less of a
pressure

Starting with the storyboard,
then spreading out
I started with middle
row, questioning
myself if I should at
least do the
gestures at the
same time

I've gone 1 and 2
drawn from wide
angle but actually
now focus on the
gestures

I might as well go to
top row and try to
illustrate how
devices are
connected and how
interaction is going
between devices

Doing top-down
approach, focus on
what's happening
between users and
devices from a
larger scale, then
focus on gestures

Top, middle and bottom are
separate and have speciﬁc roles
This row isn't
really for
connections,
it's for
gestures

Relationships
source of
information
share, main
interaction device

Bottom is
gestures,
people interact
with deviecs

Top row is
interaction
between
devices

Middle one
is how users
interact with
each other

Top row is
which devie is
connected to
which device

Toolkit inspiration
First one is
space pillar,
wide angle
sketch

Getting
inspiration
from the wide
angle part

Quickly went
back up to
look at the
connection bit

Probably do
more over
the shoulder
interactions

I want to
represent the
environment in
front of the
screen, like the
second drawing

Gestures
toolkit,
found a
good idea

I like the gestures bit there
is.a circle that shows
interaction is happening,
easier to draw. Symbols are
even better so then I don't
have to draw a hand

I'm going to try
to just do it
with symbols
let's try that

Images are
always very
helpful

Just seeing these
images what can be
wide angle, helped
me not necessarily
follow but think
along the lines of
the wide angle

So not copy pasting
what's on there but I
think it's a very good
way to help people, at
least for me, very
helpful to start thinking
outside the box

I'm not a good visual
thinker but it helps
to look at guidelines
and illustrations to
start that visual way
of thinking

Three track helped to break
complex problems up
But the three rows they
were good because at
the same time it helps
me to not try and
represent too much in
one sketch, in one
image

It helped because Oh
well it doesn’t help me
show this interaction
but there's this other
row where I can much
more easily repreesnt
that interaction

I might have not felt that
comfortable but at the
same time I noticed once I
started to draw, it helped
me to separate what was
happening in the scenario.
It helped me to think in
terms of diﬀerent
interactions and like I said

It helped in terms
of thinking how
I'm going to
represent these
diﬀerent layers

So it helped me to
be able to focus and
separate categories
what I'm trying to
represent or the
situatoin or the
interaction

Toolkit tips used

Using
colour for
consistency
Confusion about boundaries

Is it all on one
or one for
each of the
ﬁve points

Each step is
its own page,
quickly ran
out of space

How do you show ind&shared
device interactions?

Distinction of
showing one
type of
interaction per
page

I think the only bit I was a
bit unsure about is showing
that interaction between
the shared and indivudual
device, it can be shown in
any of the tracks

Not familiar

Start with context

Start with a
storyboard of
the interactive
board

Connecting to
session, go up
to shared device
track and show
the baord

Pillars good

I really liked the idea of the
pillars, I felt I could have
included or thought about
these scenarios in terms of
the ﬁve pillars a bit more,
would have helped capture
the scenarios a bit better

They were really useful
in describing how
wireframing sketches
can be really useful,
feel like I missed out on
some of that eﬀective
commiunication

Using diﬀerent
techniques
from the
toolkit

I don't do that
much of this
sort of
sketching, not
as familiar

Constraint: Don’t
think there was
much constraint,
wasn't sure where
to put interaction
between shared and
individual

case by
case basis
where that
should go

It was
fun I like
it!
Works
well with
A4 paper

Paper size works but maybe
longer: need more space

I think it would be
useful to do this
with a big piece of
paper for that
consistency

The way I sketched is very
spaced out, I take up a lot
of space and others may
have approached this in a
continuous way but I
approached it as if they
were distinct

Three perspectives = helpful
atomising of the problem

I found it very useful
to think about those
situations from
those three diﬀerent
perspectives

I feel the opposite: it
gave you quite a bit of
freedom to think about
it in those three tracks,
that space to do it in
several diﬀerent places

It was quite, it felt quite obvious
which track I needed to go to
next to depict tha tinteraction. It
felt like quite a natural ﬂow,
whether it needed to be shown
in context in the storyboard or
whether it needs to be shown
from the individual's device or
the sahred device

whereas if you were approaching
this as a single track, single
sketch, that would be way more
constrained, I think this gives you
quite a bit of freedom to think
about things in those diﬀerent
elements and join them up in a
ﬂuid way

Found it quite easy
to plot the narrative
from one to
another, useful to
draw lines between
them

Clarity
Verbal notes
Whenever I think a
sketch is not clear I add
text and that's part of
my sketching practice,
especially because
sketches can be so
ambiguous sometimes

Maybe I'll add
a note that
says tapping
lets them join

I teach a lot of
sketching too, one
thing as a prompt is
draw a dinosaur
holding an umbrella
with a hole in it - not
clear

Label
saying
'grouping'

It's a bit of
cheating but I
think it
makes sense

Because I'm skipping
steps, you could have
the person tapping and
that sort of thing, I'm
just gonna write here
with stars *selected*

Should
say it's
D's tablet

Should draw
individual
device to show
that the thing's
copied over

Been using rectangles and
it's unclear what they are
so at the end I wanted to
make sure it's clear they
are papers so I added text
and images from before for
continuity

For clariﬁcaiton I'll
write additional
tabs that it's a
synchronous
gesture

I should also now label
things: individual devices,
storyboard, I would also
call this context maybe,
because it tells you what's
happening, or situation

So I like to play more
with the layouts, L-R, TB and going crazy with
that, so I realise that's
more of a me diverging
because I have that
sort of background

I added the thing
with speech bubbles
to tell apart time
from clarity arrow, I
like the speech
bubble approach

I've decieded to
coliour code
people, so A is
red, B is blue, C is
yellow and D is
green

What goes ﬁrst? So generally I
look at two main things, L - R, T B, something you move things
lower to create that distinction,
the other thing I follow is
considering visual hierarchy:
larger or smaller depending on
how important they are

It's a bit weird because I'm
noticing now that I'm using
arrows to represent clariﬁcation
of hey here's what's happening
here, and I'm using it for time
and that can be a little confusing.
I'm actually going to switch to
speech bubbles to show more
clarity of what's happening on a
speciﬁc device

Make it more
like my usual
type of
sketches

That's something I do in my
everyday practice, I do
these weird speech
bubbles that have a little
drawing inside, it's a good
way of clarifying what is
happening

That's the kind
of thing,
maybe you lay
them out on a
table

Even though I know
these sort of
techniques, even
just seeing them it's
like oh yeah that's a
good reminder

Weird analogy, you know in
cooking you can use these
placemats for dough,
diﬀerent pizza sizes for
pizza, measurements, you
don't use it but sometimes
you're cooking at you look
at it and it gives you some
sort of reference

I'm gonna use a
little bit of your
ghosting
technique to show
that things moved

I can almost imagine a
large poster or placemat
that you put when you start
drawing that kind of
reminds you oh hey here's
all the diﬀerent techniques
to do stuﬀ and I think that's
cool

Ghosting
there, that's to
indicate that
things moved

I'll put the same
plant that C drew
originally so it tells
more of a
complete story

If C shared it and D picks it
up, the story is resolved, a
whole sharing activity took
place. That's not in the
prompt at all, just me
connecting the dots but
that's how I try to think of
these things

If I had a very unusual
selection technique like oh
hey here's a special pen
that will do this selection
and I wanted to get people
to think about it then yes it
matters, but in this case I
didn't think it was a major
shift

Highlight the
document
they're
copying in red

Guidance for reference
I also liked all the
guidance provided,
things like the ghosting
and diﬀerent
techniques to draw
things, I thought that
was good

If D hadn't picked up
that image that C
provided, that ends
up on the
whiteboard and
there's no ending, it
doesn't get resolved

By the time they were
selected, they would be
deselected and they would
be here. Technically I would
put this further over to the
right because of time, but
that's the main thing

I'm very much talking
about it from a research
perspective. Focus is less
on what's happening but
on things that are unusual
or diﬀerent. Everything that
is trivial or ordinary,
traditional or expected, I
tend to not draw.

Then you can
show the arrows
stick beyond the
display so they
can be told apart
from the rest

I have aphantasia,
think almost
exclusively in words,
can't picture things
on the page, really
rely on that quite a
bit

I'm telling you a story, I like
seeing these nuggets of
consistency. In a comic if a
character changes clothes
halfway through you say
what happened, that's just
a little detail I try to keep in
there and give it that sense
of purpose.

What to include
/ exclude

My own techniques
I'm planning so I'm
using the blue pencil,
that's a way for me to
get thinsg on paper
ﬁrst and make sure if I
mess up I can
rearrange them

Format constraints

Storytelling

Cares about
outcome
Hopefully you'll be
able to see it, I know
these things don't
always translate
when you take
photos of them

Normally I would
use a 0.7 and a
4.0. For emphasis
I use thicker,
details I use
thinner

That's something I'm
always mindful of,
photo looks very
diﬀerent from when
you drew it, might have
an eﬀect, especially
when working remotely

Shadows and light
colours disappear,
sometimes for the
better when I mess
up and it doesn't
show up, other
times it's not great

Skipped step: probably
would have drawn D
tapping on the things on
the whiteboard to select
them before sliding them,
but because selection is
such a trivial and common
task, I think it's a bit of a
waste of space and time

First thing that
comes to mind is
that it's ﬁve steps
so I'm going to
divide the sheet
into 5

I'm starting with the
middle every single
time, that gives me
the situaton and
the context and
then I can frame
things around it

I do feel a bit constrained
by the grid structure, but
that's also because my
background, I'm very well
trained in graphic design
and comics and that sort of
stuﬀ

This sort of stuﬀ to ﬁnd
ways so that the context is
just one image or two
images, as little as possible
but make them larger so
you know what's
happening, and then draw
more panels in between
each one

Is the shared device
always a top view?
Birds eye? I wasn't
sure if it was an
overview or the
device that has all
the information

Layout: I think I can work
with it. I would still choose
to resize things and move
them around. Part of it too
is it's a lot of squares on a
letter-size page, which is
quite small

Grid and text, gets
very small.
Something I struggle
with personally
[guitar music
notation example]

Some people
don't have an
issue but I like
more space

Building blocks

I don't know if it makes the
readability a lot better or
anything. If they're selected
you can assume that
somehow, they're touch
displays, so they were
tapped

However if you're
in a product
group these
things may
become more
important

Anything you'd change?
In general, one nice
thing you're providing
is you're giving people
building blocks, things
to think about

The fact you're telling
people there's a shared
device, storyboard,
individual device, will help
them deconstruct the
interaction and keep in
mind all the time

Especially
because it's
written in the text,
it's something
that's very clear

As skill goes up, it
may get trickier,
but having all
these elements
makes you think
quite a bit

I guess looking back
maybe I would have
drawn the
storyboard part
bigger, and the
other parts a bit
smaller

but again that
depends on how
much I want to bring
attention to the
overview, in many
cases that's not the
part that matters

I would be
inclined to
have
overlap

One thing that could be
done, by having the lines a
light blue, then you feel
that permission to overstep
the boundaries before you
draw the ﬁnal gridlines

I drew the lines
but then I went
over them to
make these
connections

The structure makes it
so that you have a very
clear conversion from
the interactions and
the steps that are
taking place, to the
panels in a comic

Especially people who
are not as familiar with
drawing comics, that
gives you a very nice
guideline of hey you're
going to have ﬁve
panels

No matter what
you don't deviate
from that ﬁve
panel structure, it
is going to be
there

Interaction vs. drawing
The pillars all
assume they're
equally important,
have the sam
elevel of
relevance

I ﬁnd for example gesture
is more of an auxiliary
thing, a communication
component, same with
relationships, whereas time
and space are more of the
actual interaction, what's
happening

Space is interesting, maybe
something that's more of a
communication approach,
can refer to the spatial
interaaction that's taking
place, or space can refer to
the page and what you're
doing on the page

Distinguishing
between what are
drawing principles
vs. what are
interaction
principles and
what's happening

Some are context, others
are more auxiliary, having
that distinction would be
nice otherwise you think of
them as having the same
level of importance

Also auxiliary things into
account: here's how you
use space on page to draw,
here's the spatial
interaction that's taking
place, dividing that up
might be interesting way of
creating that distinction

These are things that
could be made more
separate so you don't
have that 'hey here's
everything and
everything's important'

Then little hierarchy
things in layout of
page so some things
look more
important than
others, taking more
pages, space, text

I only care about the
shared device I don't care
about the mobile device
really, so I'm making that
speech bubble again,
shared display and plant
really big with two images
from before

I'm going to
purposely
leave them
blank

Planning / mistakes
Could have done
a more greyed out
version to show
the past but I
didn't think of
that

Tried to show time
passing, you have
motion blur, tried to
show black and
blacker to show
passage of time

Which
square's
which? This
is so busy

I wasn't planning
that, I was trying ti
highlight the thing I
thought mattered in
that moment, if I
went back in time I
would change it

Not consistent: did this one
ﬁrst, oh this is confusing,
starts here, picked green,
here you zoom in, these
are pieces across here, but
this yellow thing is showing
the image on the phone, it
should be green

Putting numbers because even
though they happen
simultaneously, it's the thing
you'd decide to do ﬁrst, it's cause
and eﬀect. Tryiing to show the
controller, highlighted to content
because that's the thing you
want to experience, highlighting
that as opposed to devices
themselces

Pillar 4 talks about
relationships, controller or
central device, something
I'm thinking about or trying
to use as a brainstorming
tool is the other patterns of
interaction that people use
across devices

I'm really not showing the
passage of time, just this is
what it is. Only using one
colour of pen, think I'm just
not a good enough artist to
communicate what I wanna
communicate

It's not really
simultaneous,
think it'll make
sense

Colouring
squares to show
that this device
is controlling
this object

crossing
modalities:
drawing to
physical, that
would be super
powerful

Pillars

I'm going to use my colours
in a second, now we're
zooming in, wherever that
image ended up, that's
gonna zoom into it, going
to colour it so you can tell
they're the same

Checks gestures
again, not really
using it I guess to
show gesture, just
oh this item moving,
did a motion blur
type thing

had a thought, I'll get to the
end and then I can go back
and colour everything so
it's consistent throughout. I
just decided that these two
are papers, make sure it's
clear throughout

Problem is that it's not gonna be
clear what is the thing that
matters, thing talked about that,
colour coding [looking through
toolkit] Ah! It's kind of like spot
the diﬀerence, This is the thing I
kind of want you to focus on, you
don't need to know later these
are papers, it doesn't matter for
storyboard 2, it only matters
later

I don't want to just
give D a tablet and
transfer it to the
phone, we already
saw that, so let's
think about
something else

I'm imagining this
board being a
touch board, I
think a tablet
would be a better
second device

Own ideas
Helps me lael how fare
outside the box am I
pushing, are we staying
safe here? Always
critiquing like helps me
try to push more in
diﬀerent directions

MDEs, no longer have to be
physically proximate,
always thinking about
hybrid scenarios: C is
physically in this room right
now but there's nothing in
this room that would
require that, if I design it
right

Hihglighint the thing
that matters for each
square: not that the
scene needs to be
cohesive, what's the
thiing you need to pay
attention to

Could leave a
blank square
that's like
'nothing's
happening on
their phones'

That is an experience that,
for example when you
make a more functioning
demo, that you have to
show, you can't just
teleport to the next
experience the way I kind
of just did in my head

[discusses
options
for zoom]

Talked about
time, talked about
space, one I'm
looking at… kind
of control
relationship

I would choose
X because it
ﬁts their goal
better there

Level of detail:
could be tablet,
thinking about it
in a much more
zoomed in way

Constraint: really easy,
quickly deviated into
diﬀerent options,
versions of a track,
really easy to do it's
just paper, add a layer
if I want to, super chill,

Now when I picked up
the shared device, I
think it makes sense to
look at it straight on,
which will be confusing
for someone else
looking at it later on

It's a designer's job to
break out of the
expected, familiar
design. In terms of the
design experience, you
should do weird stuﬀ

Would people be
happening what's
happening outside of the
screen or are they thinking
of a square that's just
sitting there, you could
push them to think more
about a gesture

There is a shared device for
this scenario, I ﬁnd myself
wondering if there's
another level of focus, then
nex t layer down like the
content, fade in or out,
pulls that out for you a little
more

Maybe people don't do
that automatically so
you should be like no
you should think of the
visual design of what's
happening vs how you
interact with the device

Yeah cause I
guess what I'm
looking at is
mirrored activity,
tablet and screen
are mirrored

Another thing I'm not that
good at, I ﬁnd it really easy
to skip to the next scenario
but you have to think about
how you transition out of it
and I think that's quite hard

The ﬁrst thing
that I wanna
start with is
the storyboard

The text version
is ﬁne there but
I need to see it
in a more
spatial layout

Cover
details
later, set
the scene

I've been
doing birds
eye view

Draws
central
track only
Now I'm going to re go
back through the whole
scene to see if there's
anything else I need to
change. Also I haven't
added the personal
devices yet

Three track
helped

There's space
about how you're
communicating in
the drawing and
space about your
design

Capturing the thought process
and how it evolved, I need it to
be cohesive vertically and
horizontally, but I need you to
pay attention to them separately,
I don't want you to think about
the vertical track while you're
thinking about the next vertical
track, those should be separate
stories

Label
this one
'tilt'

touch, tilt, voice,
vs. what's on
the screen.
These aren't
truly separable

Where to start

Uses number
labels to show
which interaction
is which across
lanes

Colour /
techniques
We can do… I don't
know, let me have a
look at the toolkit
and see how it will
inspire me to
perturb my thinking

Modalities

Time / labelling

We have control, send ﬁle across,
I kind of have if you want to see
the same view but from the
diﬀerent perspectives: shrink,
alternate view as a list,
interaction technique, pretty
much did touch… would have
been nice to have some
alternate modalities like a pen or
speech control

Flexibility

Multiple ways
C can do that,
doesn't
specify: from
their chair
Excatly how is it

More obvious one that’sgoing to appear on
not currently possible: D
the screen? I don’t
walks up to the board and
know, it appearsr on
he is gonna somehow grab,
I guess the board somehow
the screen, I'm not
knows where the device is

In terms of
thinking this
was really
helpful
I guess I'm
doing like a
parallel
prototyping
situation

One that I really liked is, I was trying to
put everything into one scene,
storyboard in the middle, part of the
storyboard, helpful for me in
remembering the story, if I hadn't had
this tracking tool, I would have continued
trying to think about each speciﬁc device
in that one little square. I was like oh no I
have that square to think about their
device, oh I'll think about that, I'll deal
with that later

gonna worry about
the details of that

It tends to be about
exploring a diversity
of options rather
than polishing any
one, I don't usually
draw

[talking in depth
about various
interaction
techniques as
options]

If you're gonna
concretise it, you're
gonna pick one.
That's the one
challenge for me, if
I'm going to draw it.

That's a challenge I have
when I'm desining MDEs, I
tend to think very quickly
about what's happening on
the device, It's harder for
me to think up at that layer
but this forced me to start
there

It was a very
diﬀerent
experience than
what I typically
would do

Adding rows
because I
don't want to
get locked in

Thought
process aid

People care about
various levels of
detail: how is an
element going to
show up on a
screen? Fade? Slide
in?

Lots of opportunities
about what it suggests
about the scene itself:
most boring obvious
one is walking up to the
board

So it let me move along
diﬀerent layers of
abstraction, one was
overall scene, a certain
focus, another one's okay
ﬁne but let's now think
about in more speciﬁc
detail what's happening
with that device

Most interesting
to me, unusual,
not really wellsupported right
now

I think it was really helpful
in terms of thniking
through the big picture
scene and being able to
iterate and go back to the
beginning and think
through it again, that's
something that I don't think
I'm particularly good at

I have somewhat locked
myself into certain choices:
A & B at the board, could
be interesting to move
them. Re-examining and
re-critiquing, not
everything but the
important choices

I should be a little bit more
free, I don't typically draw
things, I get too focussed
on the details, I don't like
the way I've drawn the
squares, maybe I should
just do it digitally

What if A and B aren't
at the board? Is there
any experience I
haven't thought about
that supports that that
would be interesting?

This feels pretty good, I
would probably, let me
look through the track
again, obviously have to
think of the speciﬁc device
so let's go through and do
speciﬁc device

I don’t imagine using this as a
communication tool for
someone else because I don't
think anyone else besides me is
going to understand this, I would
use it for myself as a
brainstorming tool, thinking
through a bunch of diﬀerent
options

Still don't like my drawings
and I don't think they'll
make sense to most people
later, but I wouldn't
necessarily use this to
capture the core idea or
communicate with
someone, I'd use it as a
thinking tool

Then later make a
collection of demos that
would communicate stuﬀ, I
used to be a puppeteer,
much easier for me to
communicate with
movement and videos and
a scene with characters
and stuﬀ

I a little bit distrust
non-physical
interaction
techniques, I know
there's so much I'm
missing about the
thinking through it

I probably skip too much
and this is really helpful, I
should have done this
more, this was pretty fast
15 diﬀerent techniques, not
gonna work but especially
come back to it later,
there's a tweak on this

I follow more intuitive, stumbling
around kind of thing. This felt a
lot more like 'no, think about the
whole thing and go back and
rethink through it. And I think
that's easier to do when you
have a concrete thing in front of
you to interact with and respond
to so I really liked that

It's a nice way
to capture
concepts, a
little time
capsule
[laughs] I deﬁnitely needed the
parallel prototyping layers so I
could try diﬀerent options. That's
something that I deﬁnitely try to
do always, but it's easer when
you have a more concrete scene,
so I'll pribably try to do that in
the future more

Redo
Some of the
scenarios, while
drawing it, I wish I
would have split
them up

This is ﬁrst
iteration,
would go back
and do
modiﬁcations

Shared device I
struggled a bit
more because I
drew quite a lot in
the storyboard
section

Use of toolkit
Looking through
the toolkit and
seeing how it
would help me
and support me in
sketching this out

Now I wish I had
some colour,
really like these
ideas of the
portals for
connection

I'm using the
toolkit as a bit of a
template for the
gestures and how
to draw them

Colour for
emphasis for
identity and to
highlight activity
hotspots like the
portal

I really like the
examples, helped guide
my thinking and gave
me some support to
get me on the right
track in what I'm
thinking about

I also liked the examples,
scrolling through the toolkit
and seeing how can I do
that and the idea of portals
came through and I wished
I had colour

Looked at hand
gestures which I
liked, gave me idea
of how I could draw
motion blur, double
tap

Having a template
was really
valuable and
useful, if anything
I would put more
examples

Didn't think
anything
was
missing

Eﬃcient and
eﬀective way of
doing
storyboarding and
showing details

I might
actually use
it at some
point

Own decisions
Why make it
more cluttered
and confuse
people if I
don't need it
Guidance around
being allowed to
leave things
empty would have
helped

Wish I had some
colour to show
the same image
on diﬀerent
panels

Does each of the
columns refer to
the pillars? More
of a storyboard
right?

three panels I ﬁlled in could
have been drawn in
storyboard but I guess it
gives me a chance to go
into more detail, focus on
the hands rather than on
the people who are around
there

Three-track helpful
While drawing that I
was thinking about
what are the
individual
interactions and
details, connecting,
sending

Three layered approach
can work quite well,
storyboard itself helped me
think about both of the
other boxes in a diﬀerent
way helped the ideation
process

Pillars / columns

During storyboard I
started thinking about I
need a way to send it
from board to phone in
last one: portal, menu,
gesture, something
else

Ideas came
up while
doing the
storyboard
Left to right, started
with storyboard in
the middle, wanted
to get the bigger
picture of what's
going on

I think it needs a bit of time to
get used to but it doesn't feel
unnatural, in fact the opposite. It
gives me that structure of
thinking very purposefully about
what is the individual interaction,
what does it look like, what does
the shared interaciton look like.
separating that out makes me
think more deeply about it

Maybe I wouldn't
have needed more
panels, forces you to
draw it high level
rather than
incredible detail

What's happening
on the individual
view without
cluttering the
storyboard

Maybe it's good to have
just ﬁve panels because
you can't blabber on and
draw and draw from the
hundreds into the
thousands, forced to stick
to the frame, makes you be
more concise

Pillars are guiding
principle for my
storyboard
creating? Normal
storyboard

Bit of a repetition
but it makes it more
clear to me, what is
the interaction, what
are the gestures,
how should they
work

Maintaining
identity across
diﬀerent boxes?
Might fall into
relationships

Thinking through
pillars and what
he needs to
address in the
scenario

APPENDIX E: Affinity sorting board for user interview data, conducted on online whiteboard software. Colour code matches individual participant post-its: N1 light yellow, N2
dark yellow, N3 light blue, N4 green, E1 pink, E2 orange, E3 dark blue. High quality PDFs on the following pages.
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How to make things clear

Continuous process

Toolkit
inspiration
First one is
space pillar,
wide angle
sketch

Getting
inspiration
from the wide
angle part

Quickly went
back up to
look at the
connection bit

Probably do
more over
the shoulder
interactions

I want to
represent the
environment in
front of the
screen, like the
second drawing

Gestures
toolkit,
found a
good idea

I like the gestures bit there
is.a circle that shows
interaction is happening,
easier to draw. Symbols are
even better so then I don't
have to draw a hand

I'm going to try
to just do it
with symbols
let's try that

Images are
always very
helpful

Just seeing these
images what can be
wide angle, helped
me not necessarily
follow but think
along the lines of
the wide angle

So not copy pasting
what's on there but I
think it's a very good
way to help people, at
least for me, very
helpful to start thinking
outside the box

I'm not a good visual
thinker but it helps
to look at guidelines
and illustrations to
start that visual way
of thinking

Using
colour for
consistency

Using diﬀerent
techniques
from the
toolkit

I'm going to use my colours
in a second, now we're
zooming in, wherever that
image ended up, that's
gonna zoom into it, going
to colour it so you can tell
they're the same

I'm gonna use a
little bit of your
ghosting
technique to show
that things moved

Ghosting
there, that's to
indicate that
things moved

Checks gestures
again, not really
using it I guess to
show gesture, just
oh this item moving,
did a motion blur
type thing

Colouring
squares to show
that this device
is controlling
this object

We can do… I don't
know, let me have a
look at the toolkit
and see how it will
inspire me to
perturb my thinking
Looking through
the toolkit and
seeing how it
would help me
and support me in
sketching this out

Now I wish I had
some colour,
really like these
ideas of the
portals for
connection

Own techniques add clarity
It's a bit weird because I'm
noticing now that I'm using
arrows to represent clariﬁcation
of hey here's what's happening
here, and I'm using it for time
and that can be a little confusing.
I'm actually going to switch to
speech bubbles to show more
clarity of what's happening on a
speciﬁc device

So I like to play more
with the layouts, L-R, TB and going crazy with
that, so I realise that's
more of a me diverging
because I have that
sort of background

What goes ﬁrst? So generally I
look at two main things, L - R, T B, something you move things
lower to create that distinction,
the other thing I follow is
considering visual hierarchy:
larger or smaller depending on
how important they are

Make it more
like my usual
type of
sketches

Then you can
show the arrows
stick beyond the
display so they
can be told apart
from the rest

Highlight the
document
they're
copying in red

Needs to be
easy to edit

Constraint: really easy,
quickly deviated into
diﬀerent options,
versions of a track,
really easy to do it's
just paper, add a layer
if I want to, super chill,

Verbal notes
I teach a lot of
sketching too, one
thing as a prompt is
draw a dinosaur
holding an umbrella
with a hole in it - not
clear

Whenever I think a
sketch is not clear I add
text and that's part of
my sketching practice,
especially because
sketches can be so
ambiguous sometimes

Maybe I'll add
a note that
says tapping
lets them join

Label
saying
'grouping'

It's a bit of
cheating but I
think it
makes sense

Because I'm skipping
steps, you could have
the person tapping and
that sort of thing, I'm
just gonna write here
with stars *selected*

Should
say it's
D's tablet

Have C in what I've already
drawn in the storyboard
column, I might also have
them closer to the board
and reaching out to touch it
to show they're zooming
into it on the board

I'm planning so I'm
using the blue pencil,
that's a way for me to
get thinsg on paper
ﬁrst and make sure if I
mess up I can
rearrange them

I have aphantasia,
think almost
exclusively in words,
can't picture things
on the page, really
rely on that quite a
bit

I drew the lines
but then I went
over them to
make these
connections

One thing that could be
done, by having the lines a
light blue, then you feel
that permission to overstep
the boundaries before you
draw the ﬁnal gridlines

Label
this one
'tilt'

Could have done
a more greyed out
version to show
the past but I
didn't think of
that

For clariﬁcaiton I'll
write additional
tabs that it's a
synchronous
gesture

I should also now label
things: individual devices,
storyboard, I would also
call this context maybe,
because it tells you what's
happening, or situation

Tried to show time
passing, you have
motion blur, tried to
show black and
blacker to show
passage of time

Capturing the thought process
and how it evolved, I need it to
be cohesive vertically and
horizontally, but I need you to
pay attention to them separately,
I don't want you to think about
the vertical track while you're
thinking about the next vertical
track, those should be separate
stories

Wish I had some
colour to show
the same image
on diﬀerent
panels

Rubbed
things out
multiple
times

Which
square's
which? This
is so busy

I wasn't planning
that, I was trying ti
highlight the thing I
thought mattered in
that moment, if I
went back in time I
would change it

Not consistent: did this one
ﬁrst, oh this is confusing,
starts here, picked green,
here you zoom in, these
are pieces across here, but
this yellow thing is showing
the image on the phone, it
should be green

Need more time to think
about the scenario and use it
for communicating. What
counts as a step?

This might be because I'm
not a particularly visual
person, I might want to sit
and write notes and work
out how I'm going to draw
that ﬁrst, but I also
understand that's kind of
working things out visually

Same colours for
C and D, should
have changed
colours, didn't
really think this
through

Immediately encouraged
thought about sync/async
experiences

Column 2:
diﬀerent parts
of that step connecting vs,
connected

Might sit down
and split
scenario into
really discrete
steps

Just want to
represent that
something is
happening between
C and A device and
separately show the
zoom information

Tricky because
it's quite a big
gesture,
zooms into the
screen

Feel like in terms
of gestures it's
quite a lot. Zooms
in, examines, then
places it on the
board

In this scenario
it's simple but
there's lots of
things happening,
devices, users,
users & devices

Zoom in
should have
been one
separate
gesture

Some of the
scenarios, while
drawing it, I wish I
would have split
them up

This is ﬁrst
iteration,
would go back
and do
modiﬁcations

What I missed
is the zooming
in and placing
it on the board

Puzzle + Guidelines = Fun
And then I'm
going to in the..
Hang on I need to
ﬁgure out
numbers in my
head

My ﬁrst thought was trying
to work out ahead of time
where diﬀerent parts
would go at diﬀerent
stages, so would I want
these two things to happen
simultaneously or
sequentially

Column 2:
diﬀerent parts
of that step connecting vs.
connected

Not quite sure if I want
to draw anything in the
shared device or
individual device rows
at the moment but I
might come back to do
that

Before it was like a puzzle
like how do I do this, trying
to work it out and use the
board and the sort of rules
of how to use it, not so
much rules but guidelines
and yeah

That was
quite fun

A has at
least two
gestures

Feels like a puzzle. Maybe it's
because I've got a certain
number of boxes in each row so
I'm trying to work out what I can
put in each one, whereas maybe
more realistically if I was doing
this I'd have inﬁnite numbers of
boxes going along so I wouldn't
be worrying so much

Particular techniques need
learning / prompts / practice
Struggling how to show
they're touching the
board and doing that
movement, maybe it
works and shows
they're interacting with
the board

Could you
use top row
to make it
clearer?

Draw the board and
various objects on the
board, moving around like
it's the same as in the
bottom, then maybe I can…
I can show they're moving
around but in terms of
showing who's going it I
guess…

Then the third one in
I'm going to draw one
smartphone which is A,
then if I had the skills
I'd draw pinchy ﬁngers
but I'm just going to do
arrows on that device

Maybe there's a way of,
maybe on the shared
device you can how
something like the A label
or A and B, to show who's
touching it, like a cursor
hand saying that's A and
another one saying that's B

Forgot about my coloured
pens! A is going to be blue
and B is going to be red
and what I'm gonna do is
do a little outline in red and
blue on the board for the
things they're touching and
moving

I needed
prompting with
the arrows, I
wouldn't have
thought to or
found it otherwise

Uses number
labels to show
which interaction
is which across
lanes

Eﬀectiveness of the Layout

Focus on outcome quality
Quality of image or Quality of message
I don't have to focus
that much on how I'm
going to draw the
images but I can try to
focus on what I'm
trying to represent with
the drawing

I feel in the
beginning when
I'm sketching I'm
super worried
about things
being ugly

For me ﬁrst time I'm
too anxious about
the drawing. Once
I'm getting into it
that's less of a
pressure

I don't do that
much of this
sort of
sketching, not
as familiar

Hopefully you'll be
able to see it, I know
these things don't
always translate
when you take
photos of them

That's something I'm
always mindful of,
photo looks very
diﬀerent from when
you drew it, might have
an eﬀect, especially
when working remotely

Shadows and light
colours disappear,
sometimes for the
better when I mess
up and it doesn't
show up, other
times it's not great

Normally I would
use a 0.7 and a
4.0. For emphasis
I use thicker,
details I use
thinner

How do you show ind&shared
device interactions?

Toolkit should be easy to refer to

I'm using the
toolkit as a bit of a
template for the
gestures and how
to draw them

Colour for
emphasis for
identity and to
highlight activity
hotspots like the
portal

I really like the
examples, helped guide
my thinking and gave
me some support to
get me on the right
track in what I'm
thinking about

I also liked the examples,
scrolling through the toolkit
and seeing how can I do
that and the idea of portals
came through and I wished
I had colour

Looked at hand
gestures which I
liked, gave me idea
of how I could draw
motion blur, double
tap

Having a template
was really
valuable and
useful, if anything
I would put more
examples

Didn't think
anything
was
missing

Eﬃcient and
eﬀective way of
doing
storyboarding and
showing details

I might
actually use
it at some
point

Searchable
version 25
rows, type into
It rather than
scroll through

Probably
emphasising a bit
more the parts
which give you the
suggestions on how
to convey the
diﬀerent principles

Didn't stick
in my head
particularly
easily

Using
toolkit for
Wiﬁ
connection

I also liked all the
guidance provided,
things like the ghosting
and diﬀerent
techniques to draw
things, I thought that
was good

Scrolling up
and down
on toolkit

Even though I know
these sort of
techniques, even
just seeing them it's
like oh yeah that's a
good reminder

That's the kind
of thing,
maybe you lay
them out on a
table

I can almost imagine a
large poster or placemat
that you put when you start
drawing that kind of
reminds you oh hey here's
all the diﬀerent techniques
to do stuﬀ and I think that's
cool

crossing
modalities:
drawing to
physical, that
would be super
powerful

Weird analogy, you know in
cooking you can use these
placemats for dough,
diﬀerent pizza sizes for
pizza, measurements, you
don't use it but sometimes
you're cooking at you look
at it and it gives you some
sort of reference

Purpose of the sketch
It's a designer's job to
break out of the
expected, familiar
design. In terms of the
design experience, you
should do weird stuﬀ

What to include
/ exclude
By the time they were
selected, they would be
deselected and they would
be here. Technically I would
put this further over to the
right because of time, but
that's the main thing

If I had a very unusual
selection technique like oh
hey here's a special pen
that will do this selection
and I wanted to get people
to think about it then yes it
matters, but in this case I
didn't think it was a major
shift
I'm very much talking
about it from a research
perspective. Focus is less
on what's happening but
on things that are unusual
or diﬀerent. Everything that
is trivial or ordinary,
traditional or expected, I
tend to not draw.

Skipped step: probably
would have drawn D
tapping on the things on
the whiteboard to select
them before sliding them,
but because selection is
such a trivial and common
task, I think it's a bit of a
waste of space and time

I don't know if it makes the
readability a lot better or
anything. If they're selected
you can assume that
somehow, they're touch
displays, so they were
tapped

However if you're
in a product
group these
things may
become more
important

What is drawn and what is
left out? Emotions? Thoughts?

Toolkit is
very devicefocussed

Single device or nondevice interaction 'A looks at it' - don't
know whether I'd
put that down or not

Wireframing
isn't
emotions or
thoughts

Now draw board into shared
device column with this image
on it, then next bit on storyboard
so 4th square, going to again but
without arrow from A but maybe
something to depict that it's C
doing the zooming on their
device, then maybe some speech
thing because they're speaking

Bit unclear on
whether I
should have 'A
considers
picture'

Could leave a
blank square
that's like
'nothing's
happening on
their phones'
I only care about the
shared device I don't care
about the mobile device
really, so I'm making that
speech bubble again,
shared display and plant
really big with two images
from before

I'm going to
purposely
leave them
blank

Been using rectangles and
it's unclear what they are
so at the end I wanted to
make sure it's clear they
are papers so I added text
and images from before for
continuity

I'm telling you a story, I like
seeing these nuggets of
consistency. In a comic if a
character changes clothes
halfway through you say
what happened, that's just
a little detail I try to keep in
there and give it that sense
of purpose.

If D hadn't picked up
that image that C
provided, that ends
up on the
whiteboard and
there's no ending, it
doesn't get resolved

I'll put the same
plant that C drew
originally so it tells
more of a
complete story

If C shared it and D picks it
up, the story is resolved, a
whole sharing activity took
place. That's not in the
prompt at all, just me
connecting the dots but
that's how I try to think of
these things

But at the same
time, is this just
for myself. But I
would ﬁnd it
easier to draw
multi gestures

Just looking at it, I
know what I mean
by it but if I just
use symbols does
it have the same
intuitiveness

Now when I picked up
the shared device, I
think it makes sense to
look at it straight on,
which will be confusing
for someone else
looking at it later on

I'm imagining this
board being a
touch board, I
think a tablet
would be a better
second device
We have control, send ﬁle across,
I kind of have if you want to see
the same view but from the
diﬀerent perspectives: shrink,
alternate view as a list,
interaction technique, pretty
much did touch… would have
been nice to have some
alternate modalities like a pen or
speech control

I don't want to just
give D a tablet and
transfer it to the
phone, we already
saw that, so let's
think about
something else

That is an experience that,
for example when you
make a more functioning
demo, that you have to
show, you can't just
teleport to the next
experience the way I kind
of just did in my head

[discusses
options
for zoom]

Guidance around
being allowed to
leave things
empty would have
helped

Who is this for? Storytelling
Trying out techniques

But I guess in the toolkit there
were two versions of what those
wireframes could look like, this
very much felt like this was an
initial one, rather than one I
could use necessarily to explain
to other people that weren't
there while I was doing it

Why make it
more cluttered
and confuse
people if I
don't need it

had a thought, I'll get to the
end and then I can go back
and colour everything so
it's consistent throughout. I
just decided that these two
are papers, make sure it's
clear throughout

More obvious one that’s
not currently possible: D
walks up to the board and
he is gonna somehow grab,
I guess the board somehow
knows where the device is

Three layered approach
can work quite well,
storyboard itself helped me
think about both of the
other boxes in a diﬀerent
way helped the ideation
process

Helps me lael how fare
outside the box am I
pushing, are we staying
safe here? Always
critiquing like helps me
try to push more in
diﬀerent directions

Talked about
time, talked about
space, one I'm
looking at… kind
of control
relationship

I would choose
X because it
ﬁts their goal
better there

Tracks vs. Pillars
As I was reading it I was
thinking about the
three tracks and which
principle I would
convey in each track,
rather than how I
would do that

Level of detail:
could be tablet,
thinking about it
in a much more
zoomed in way

Emphasise you
dn't have to
have all the
pillars in all the
boxes and rows

Yeah cause I
guess what I'm
looking at is
mirrored activity,
tablet and screen
are mirrored

Haven't
decided yet
to put on
top pillar

It's a
brainstorming
tool

Another thing I'm not that
good at, I ﬁnd it really easy
to skip to the next scenario
but you have to think about
how you transition out of it
and I think that's quite hard
I have somewhat locked
myself into certain choices:
A & B at the board, could
be interesting to move
them. Re-examining and
re-critiquing, not
everything but the
important choices

There is a shared device for
this scenario, I ﬁnd myself
wondering if there's
another level of focus, then
nex t layer down like the
content, fade in or out,
pulls that out for you a little
more

Maybe people don't do
that automatically so
you should be like no
you should think of the
visual design of what's
happening vs how you
interact with the device

I think the only bit I was a
bit unsure about is showing
that interaction between
the shared and indivudual
device, it can be shown in
any of the tracks

Constraint: Don’t
think there was
much constraint,
wasn't sure where
to put interaction
between shared and
individual

I should be a little bit more
free, I don't typically draw
things, I get too focussed
on the details, I don't like
the way I've drawn the
squares, maybe I should
just do it digitally

What if A and B aren't
at the board? Is there
any experience I
haven't thought about
that supports that that
would be interesting?

This feels pretty good, I
would probably, let me
look through the track
again, obviously have to
think of the speciﬁc device
so let's go through and do
speciﬁc device

I don’t imagine using this as a
communication tool for
someone else because I don't
think anyone else besides me is
going to understand this, I would
use it for myself as a
brainstorming tool, thinking
through a bunch of diﬀerent
options

While drawing that I
was thinking about
what are the
individual
interactions and
details, connecting,
sending

During storyboard I
started thinking about I
need a way to send it
from board to phone in
last one: portal, menu,
gesture, something
else

Still don't like my drawings
and I don't think they'll
make sense to most people
later, but I wouldn't
necessarily use this to
capture the core idea or
communicate with
someone, I'd use it as a
thinking tool

Then later make a
collection of demos that
would communicate stuﬀ, I
used to be a puppeteer,
much easier for me to
communicate with
movement and videos and
a scene with characters
and stuﬀ

In terms of
thinking this
was really
helpful

It tends to be about
exploring a diversity
of options rather
than polishing any
one, I don't usually
draw

I a little bit distrust
non-physical
interaction
techniques, I know
there's so much I'm
missing about the
thinking through it

I probably skip too much
and this is really helpful, I
should have done this
more, this was pretty fast
15 diﬀerent techniques, not
gonna work but especially
come back to it later,
there's a tweak on this

I guess I'm
doing like a
parallel
prototyping
situation

[talking in depth
about various
interaction
techniques as
options]

Ideas came
up while
doing the
storyboard

5 Pillars: where do
I put all of them?
Wasn’t a massive
hindrance though

Does the bottom
row have to be
gestures or can you
combine them with
other things if you
feel that's the best
way to represent

Pillars were confusing:
Can I combine them? Row vs. pillar mix-up
Layers I really
like. I was
confused
about the
pillars

Couldn't
diﬀerentiate
them

Does it
really have
to be one
or another

What is
diﬀerence
between time,
relationships
and connections

Mixed feelings, little bit
restricted in terms of the
toolkit, I want to gesture
but at the same time I want
to represent it more like
with other sketching
methods

Does each of the
columns refer to
the pillars? More
of a storyboard
right?

Bit I found slightly
more confusing
was the fourth
one, connection?
No, Relationships

Felt like what I
need to represent
what I want is a
combination of
two, relationships
and connection
Sometimes I
struggled to
diﬀerentiate
which I was trying
to represent

Is this about,
couldn't understand
diﬀerence between
this one and one
previously

Pillars are guiding
principle for my
storyboard
creating? Normal
storyboard

Going to start
looking at toolkit,
middle pillar is
time and
relationship pillar

The pillars all
assume they're
equally important,
have the sam
elevel of
relevance

I ﬁnd for example gesture
is more of an auxiliary
thing, a communication
component, same with
relationships, whereas time
and space are more of the
actual interaction, what's
happening

Some are context, others
are more auxiliary, having
that distinction would be
nice otherwise you think of
them as having the same
level of importance

These are things that
could be made more
separate so you don't
have that 'hey here's
everything and
everything's important'

Distinguishing
between what are
drawing principles
vs. what are
interaction
principles and
what's happening

Also auxiliary things into
account: here's how you
use space on page to draw,
here's the spatial
interaction that's taking
place, dividing that up
might be interesting way of
creating that distinction

Then little hierarchy
things in layout of
page so some things
look more
important than
others, taking more
pages, space, text

There's space
about how you're
communicating in
the drawing and
space about your
design

Now I'm
paying
attention to
colour, getting
there

Space is interesting, maybe
something that's more of a
communication approach,
can refer to the spatial
interaaction that's taking
place, or space can refer to
the page and what you're
doing on the page

three panels I ﬁlled in could
have been drawn in
storyboard but I guess it
gives me a chance to go
into more detail, focus on
the hands rather than on
the people who are around
there

The ﬁrst thing
that I wanna
start with is
the storyboard
Bit of a repetition
but it makes it more
clear to me, what is
the interaction, what
are the gestures,
how should they
work

Pillars good
Maintaining
identity across
diﬀerent boxes?
Might fall into
relationships

I really liked the idea of the
pillars, I felt I could have
included or thought about
these scenarios in terms of
the ﬁve pillars a bit more,
would have helped capture
the scenarios a bit better

They were really useful
in describing how
wireframing sketches
can be really useful,
feel like I missed out on
some of that eﬀective
commiunication

Putting numbers because even
though they happen
simultaneously, it's the thing
you'd decide to do ﬁrst, it's cause
and eﬀect. Tryiing to show the
controller, highlighted to content
because that's the thing you
want to experience, highlighting
that as opposed to devices
themselces

Pillar 4 talks about
relationships, controller or
central device, something
I'm thinking about or trying
to use as a brainstorming
tool is the other patterns of
interaction that people use
across devices

I'm really not showing the
passage of time, just this is
what it is. Only using one
colour of pen, think I'm just
not a good enough artist to
communicate what I wanna
communicate

It's not really
simultaneous,
think it'll make
sense

Thinking through
pillars and what
he needs to
address in the
scenario

I think it was quite good
because this isn't
something I generally do,
so having structure was
useful because it gave me a
place to start. Rather than
having a blank piece of
paper and thinking 'oh
where do I start?'

demonstrate
connection
with arrows

One row would have
been a big generative
storyboard: elements
and masterpiece. This
helped me get through
it a bit

Top, middle and bottom are separate and have
speciﬁc roles

This row isn't
really for
connections,
it's for
gestures

Relationships
source of
information
share, main
interaction device

Top row is
interaction
between
devices

Middle one
is how users
interact with
each other

Is the shared device
always a top view?
Birds eye? I wasn't
sure if it was an
overview or the
device that has all
the information

This sort of stuﬀ to ﬁnd
ways so that the context is
just one image or two
images, as little as possible
but make them larger so
you know what's
happening, and then draw
more panels in between
each one

Bottom is
gestures,
people interact
with deviecs

Left to right, started
with storyboard in
the middle, wanted
to get the bigger
picture of what's
going on

Starting with the storyboard,
then spreading out

case by
case basis
where that
should go

I started with middle
row, questioning
myself if I should at
least do the
gestures at the
same time

3 feels like a
sensible
allocation of
focus helped me
keep on task

The text version
is ﬁne there but
I need to see it
in a more
spatial layout

Not somebody who
feels conﬁdent
sketching but it
helped me feel
more conﬁdent by
breaking it down
and simplifying it

As I got into the swing of it, using
the three diﬀerent rows and
showing the same action
through those three diﬀerent
lenses. I feel like I got into the
swing of that and started to see
how they could relate and be
used, that worked quite well

Booklet as a
point of
reference was
really helpful

Start with a
storyboard of
the interactive
board

It helped because Oh
well it doesn’t help me
show this interaction
but there's this other
row where I can much
more easily repreesnt
that interaction

I might have not felt that
comfortable but at the
same time I noticed once I
started to draw, it helped
me to separate what was
happening in the scenario.
It helped me to think in
terms of diﬀerent
interactions and like I said

It helped in terms
of thinking how
I'm going to
represent these
diﬀerent layers

The structure makes it
so that you have a very
clear conversion from
the interactions and
the steps that are
taking place, to the
panels in a comic

Top row is
which devie is
connected to
which device

The fact you're telling
people there's a shared
device, storyboard,
individual device, will help
them deconstruct the
interaction and keep in
mind all the time

Especially people who
are not as familiar with
drawing comics, that
gives you a very nice
guideline of hey you're
going to have ﬁve
panels

So it helped me to
be able to focus and
separate categories
what I'm trying to
represent or the
situatoin or the
interaction
Found it quite easy
to plot the narrative
from one to
another, useful to
draw lines between
them

Especially
because it's
written in the text,
it's something
that's very clear

I've been
doing birds
eye view

Three categories feels like a
good number

Three categories
makes sense,
nothing lacking, not
thinking 'wish there
was a way to
capture this thing'

That's a challenge I have
when I'm desining MDEs, I
tend to think very quickly
about what's happening on
the device, It's harder for
me to think up at that layer
but this forced me to start
there

I found it very useful
to think about those
situations from
those three diﬀerent
perspectives

I feel the opposite: it
gave you quite a bit of
freedom to think about
it in those three tracks,
that space to do it in
several diﬀerent places

It was quite, it felt quite obvious
which track I needed to go to
next to depict tha tinteraction. It
felt like quite a natural ﬂow,
whether it needed to be shown
in context in the storyboard or
whether it needs to be shown
from the individual's device or
the sahred device

whereas if you were approaching
this as a single track, single
sketch, that would be way more
constrained, I think this gives you
quite a bit of freedom to think
about things in those diﬀerent
elements and join them up in a
ﬂuid way

I think it was really helpful
in terms of thniking
through the big picture
scene and being able to
iterate and go back to the
beginning and think
through it again, that's
something that I don't think
I'm particularly good at

I follow more intuitive, stumbling
around kind of thing. This felt a
lot more like 'no, think about the
whole thing and go back and
rethink through it. And I think
that's easier to do when you
have a concrete thing in front of
you to interact with and respond
to so I really liked that

Felt like I had to
ﬁll all the boxes
even if you told
me not to
because it's
complete

It's a nice way
to capture
concepts, a
little time
capsule
[laughs] I deﬁnitely needed the
parallel prototyping layers so I
could try diﬀerent options. That's
something that I deﬁnitely try to
do always, but it's easer when
you have a more concrete scene,
so I'll pribably try to do that in
the future more

Need
ﬁve
columns

Might run out of
space, I still want
to represent that
they’re still
standing in front
of the screen

Is it all on one
or one for
each of the
ﬁve points

Each step is
its own page,
quickly ran
out of space

Paper size works but maybe
longer: need more space
In the individual device row
could I have more than one
device in that? So I'm going
to draw two smartphones
and I'm going to draw an
arrow in between them

Maybe I wouldn't
have needed more
panels, forces you to
draw it high level
rather than
incredible detail

Run out of
squares, am I
allowed to use
another piece
of paper?

Multiple ways
C can do that,
doesn't
specify: from
their chair

Distinction of
showing one
type of
interaction per
page

Excatly how is it
going to appear on
the screen? I don’t
know, it appearsr on
the screen, I'm not
gonna worry about
the details of that

Maybe it's good to have
just ﬁve panels because
you can't blabber on and
draw and draw from the
hundreds into the
thousands, forced to stick
to the frame, makes you be
more concise

If you're gonna
concretise it, you're
gonna pick one.
That's the one
challenge for me, if
I'm going to draw it.

Adding rows
because I
don't want to
get locked in

People care about
various levels of
detail: how is an
element going to
show up on a
screen? Fade? Slide
in?

Lots of opportunities
about what it suggests
about the scene itself:
most boring obvious
one is walking up to the
board

Most interesting
to me, unusual,
not really wellsupported right
now

Works
well with
A4 paper

It was
fun I like
it!

I think it would be
useful to do this
with a big piece of
paper for that
consistency

The way I sketched is very
spaced out, I take up a lot
of space and others may
have approached this in a
continuous way but I
approached it as if they
were distinct

First thing that
comes to mind is
that it's ﬁve steps
so I'm going to
divide the sheet
into 5

I do feel a bit constrained
by the grid structure, but
that's also because my
background, I'm very well
trained in graphic design
and comics and that sort of
stuﬀ

Grid and text, gets
very small.
Something I struggle
with personally
[guitar music
notation example]

Some people
don't have an
issue but I like
more space

3 feels like a
sensible
allocation of
focus helped me
keep on task

It was a very
diﬀerent
experience than
what I typically
would do

I think it needs a bit of time to
get used to but it doesn't feel
unnatural, in fact the opposite. It
gives me that structure of
thinking very purposefully about
what is the individual interaction,
what does it look like, what does
the shared interaciton look like.
separating that out makes me
think more deeply about it

Matching space to scenario
Counting
boxes on
the layout

Now I'm going to re go
back through the whole
scene to see if there's
anything else I need to
change. Also I haven't
added the personal
devices yet

I'm starting with the
middle every single
time, that gives me
the situaton and
the context and
then I can frame
things around it

So it let me move along
diﬀerent layers of
abstraction, one was
overall scene, a certain
focus, another one's okay
ﬁne but let's now think
about in more speciﬁc
detail what's happening
with that device

As skill goes up, it
may get trickier,
but having all
these elements
makes you think
quite a bit

No matter what
you don't deviate
from that ﬁve
panel structure, it
is going to be
there

Cover
details
later, set
the scene

Connecting to
session, go up
to shared device
track and show
the baord

Three track helped to break
complex problems up
But the three rows they
were good because at
the same time it helps
me to not try and
represent too much in
one sketch, in one
image

Anything you'd change?
In general, one nice
thing you're providing
is you're giving people
building blocks, things
to think about

What components
and how to show
hands made
process easier

I might as well go to
top row and try to
illustrate how
devices are
connected and how
interaction is going
between devices

One that I really liked is, I was trying to
put everything into one scene,
storyboard in the middle, part of the
storyboard, helpful for me in
remembering the story, if I hadn't had
this tracking tool, I would have continued
trying to think about each speciﬁc device
in that one little square. I was like oh no I
have that square to think about their
device, oh I'll think about that, I'll deal
with that later

Framework and toolkit builds
conﬁdence by breaking it
down and simplifying it

Once I got into the swing of
it, maybe at that point I
probably could have gotten
a bit more carried away,
started to go oﬀ and do my
own thing, but deﬁnitely as
a starting point I found that
useful

Draws
central
track only

I've gone 1 and 2
drawn from wide
angle but actually
now focus on the
gestures

Doing top-down
approach, focus on
what's happening
between users and
devices from a
larger scale, then
focus on gestures

Structure helped me get into
the swing of it. Could have
gotten a bit more carried
away

Becoming
comfortable: own
inventions

Pillars have equal importance?

Hihglighint the thing
that matters for each
square: not that the
scene needs to be
cohesive, what's the
thiing you need to pay
attention to

Problem is that it's not gonna be
clear what is the thing that
matters, thing talked about that,
colour coding [looking through
toolkit] Ah! It's kind of like spot
the diﬀerence, This is the thing I
kind of want you to focus on, you
don't need to know later these
are papers, it doesn't matter for
storyboard 2, it only matters
later

Would people be
happening what's
happening outside of the
screen or are they thinking
of a square that's just
sitting there, you could
push them to think more
about a gesture

Shared device I
struggled a bit
more because I
drew quite a lot in
the storyboard
section

Clarity of Pillars
MDEs, no longer have to be
physically proximate,
always thinking about
hybrid scenarios: C is
physically in this room right
now but there's nothing in
this room that would
require that, if I design it
right

touch, tilt, voice,
vs. what's on
the screen.
These aren't
truly separable

Layout: I think I can work
with it. I would still choose
to resize things and move
them around. Part of it too
is it's a lot of squares on a
letter-size page, which is
quite small

What's happening
on the individual
view without
cluttering the
storyboard

As I got into the swing of it, using
the three diﬀerent rows and
showing the same action
through those three diﬀerent
lenses. I feel like I got into the
swing of that and started to see
how they could relate and be
used, that worked quite well

APPENDIX F: Second version of the Three-track Sketching Toolkit, iterated based on participant feedback.
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APPENDIX G: Mock-up of a refactored toolkit as a designer’s placemat
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